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Minority education majors rare 
by Deborah Schmook 
staff reporter 
Recruiting minority students to the 
teaching profession is a difficult task 
for the University's College of Educa- 
tion. 
Forty-nine minority students are pre- 
paring to become teachers out of the 2,- 
400 students enrolled in the College of 
Education. Nine minority students are 
non-teachine majors in the college, 
making a total of 58 minority students 
enrolled. 
"Minority students are bypassing 
education because of the low pay and 
esteem for the education profession," 
said Rita Keefe, assistant dean of the 
College of Education. 
Keefe said the situation is similar for 
non-minorities, but in terms of recruit- 
ing minorities, it is another strike 
against the education profession. 
THERE WERE only three minority 
students out of the 507 students ac- 
cepted into the College of Education for 
next fall, as of Jan. 24. Keefe said all 
three were black students, adding that 
no Hispanic students had been ad- 
mitted. 
Deb Kortokrax-Clark, coordinator of 
recruitment and assistant director of 
i advisement for the College of 
ation, said there are several rea- 
sons why minority students do not 
choose to become education majors. 
"The interest is not there, com- 
pounded by the fact that minorities 
aren't interested in coming to Bowling 
Green for their education," she said. 
"We need a multicultural environ- 
ment." 
Kortokrax-Clark said people who in- 
fluence parents and students at the 
University need to be made aware of 
the shortage of minority teachers. 
Then they can influence students to 
pursue education, she said. 
Of the 1,682 minority high school 
students who took the 1984 Preliminary 
Scholastic Aptitude Test in Ohio, New 
York, Michigan, Indiana and Pennsyl- 
vania, none expressed an interest in 
teaching. 
The College of Education's recruiting 
efforts have been geared to both non- 
minorities and minorities until now, 
Kortokrax-Clark said. Her present task 
is to prepare a report on bow the 
University can better recruit minori- 
ties to become teachers. 
SINCE A LACK of financial aid is a 
major reason why minority students 
leave college, Kortokrax-Clark said 
more scholarships for minorities are 
needed. She suggests minority organi- 
zations sponsor such grants. 
Keefe said University scholarships 
seared for minorities also are needed if 
the University intends to compete with 
other Ohio colleges for minority stu- 
dents. She said colleges such as Univer- 
sity of Cincinnati, Ohio State 
University and Ashland College offer 
enticing financial aid packages to mi- 
norities. 
For incoming freshmen, the Univer- 
sity offers 44 scholarships based on 
merit, without regard to race. But no 
scholarships exist yet for minority stu- 
dents planning to major in education, 
Keefe said. 
Besides recruiting more minority 
students, role models also are needed 
at the University. The College of Edu- 
cation has eight minority faculty. 
But it is difficult to get minority 
faculty when few minorities attend 
graduate school, Keefe said. Among 
four-year colleges nationwide, she said 
the college attrition rate for blacks is 59 
percent and for Hispanics, 68 percent. 
Only 29 percent of blacks nationwide 
attend college while 38 percent whites 
attend college, according to informa- 
tion gathered from the American Coun- 
cil on Education's 1983 annual meeting. 
Keefe noted that this cuts down the 
number of blacks going on to graduate 
school to become university professors. 
Board receives praise 
Secretary of State visits 
by Michael Mclntyre 
staff reporter 
Ohio Secretary of State Sher- 
rod Brown was in Bowling 
Green yesterday and had noth- 
ing but words of praise for the 
Wood County Board of Elec- 
tions. 
Brown visited the Wood 
County Board as well as the 
Lucas County Board of Elec- 
tions after speaking to a group of 
high school students in Toledo. 
He had a few words to say to 
the small gathering of Wood 
County politicians about the per- 
formance of the board during 
the past presidential election. 
"You don't usually hear about 
the Board of Elections except 
for when it goofs up," Brown 
said. "Here, with the college and 
so many newly registered vot- 
ers, the board handled it very 
well." 
Brown said last year was the 
busiest voting year in the state. 
He said that in 1984. there were 
300,000 more voters than ever in 
the state's history. 
Brown said his office is pres- 
ently working on several pro- 
tects. One of them is an attempt 
to get other states around Ohio 
to hold their presidential prima- 
ries on the same day as Ohio. 
He said this would give Ohio 
more "clout" in the primaries 
and would in turn mean more 
money for the state. 
"IF ILLINOIS and Pennsylva- 
nia have primaries the same 
day, it will put presidential can- 
didates in the situation where 
they will make more promises 
and commitments to Ohio be- 
cause Ohio would play a more 
important role (in the primary 
and presidential elections)/' 
Brown said. 
He said this would mean more 
money from the federal govern- 
ment in terms of tax dollars., 
"This state presently gets 
back only 69 cents for every tax 
dollar it sends to the (federal) 
government," Brown said. 
"Other states are getting much 
more tax money back." 
Brown said his office is also 
working on congressional re-dis- 
tricting in Ohio. He said the U.S. 
Supreme Court ruled Ohio's con- 
gressional districts unconstitu- 
tional, because the districts 
varied too greatly in number of 
people. 
Brown said he convinced the 
Supreme Court to wait until this 
year to make Ohio change its 
districts because a it would have 
cost the taxpayers a lot of 
money if it were done in 1984. 
"In 1964, it would have cost the 
taxpayers five and a half million 
dollars because the congressio- 
nal primaries had been com- 
pleted and would have had to be 
re-done." Brown said. He said 
re-districting during a non-elec- 
tion year would cost no extra 
money to the taxpayers. 
The   redistricting   won't 
greatly affect any  particular 
• See Brown, page 5. 
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Political talks 
Sherrod Brown, Ohio secretary of state, visited the Wood County Board of Elections office yesterday 
afternoon. One of the duties of Brown's Job is supervising elections In the state. Horace Pelton, republican 
party member of the election board (right), chats with Brown. 
Blind students face campus obstacles 
Editors note: This is tbe first 
in a two-part aeries dealing with 
visually-impaired students at 
tbe University.  
by Diane Doda 
reporter 
Think back to your first days 
of college ... 
Your memories probably in- 
clude trying to find buildings 
and classrooms, learning how to 
take notes, and your first experi- 
ence at drop/add. 
Now imagine that day again, 
but this time think of going 
through it all with your eyes 
closed ... sightless ... unable 
to see the buildings, the class- 
room numbers, the professors' 
notes on the overhead ... 
These problems are just a few 
which visually-inipaired stu- 
dents must face and overcome. 
"At the beginning of my fresh- 
man year, my only goal was not 
to end up on 1-75 on my way to 
class," Jim Pelfrey, sophomore 
radio-television-film major said. 
He said it didn't take him very 
long to learn a couple things 
which made college life easier. 
"The best advice I've ever 
gotten is it's not bow you get to 
dan, but that you get there that 
matters," be said. 
AN ORIENTATION mobility 
instructor from the Hand- 
icapped Services Office reviews 
routes to classes with him at the 
beginning of each semester. 
Pelfrey has also decided it's 
all right to accept people's offers 
to accompany him to class. 
"If someone's going my way, 
I'll take the hand/' he said."I've 
figured out when to be Indepen- 
dent and when to say, 'Hey, I 
need help.'" 
Carol Hartman, first-year 
graduate student in speech pa- 
thology, knows people aren't 
always eager to help. 
Hartman has a field of vision 
of 25 degrees, rather than the 
normal 180 degrees. She is able 
to walk during the day without 
the assistance of a cane or dog 
by noting the contrast between 
light and shadows. 
The steps of South Hall, how- 
ever - where most of her classes 
are - do not cast shadows. She 
asked the University architect 
office to paint a two-inch strip 
her response: "They would only 
have to re-paint it once a year. 
Even if it is 'aesthetically un- 
81685801,' people will get used to 
like they got used to bike 
racks. 
"And if cost is a problem, I'd just as soon have fewer gerani- 
ums on campus." 
Handicapped Services pur- 
sued the request, but finally 
recommended she drop it, Hart- 
man said. 
changes for the past year and a 
half,   Hartman said. 
Jan Scottbey, director of 
Handicapped Services, ex- 
plained that even seemingly 
small improvements can be 
troublesome. 
"TAKE SOMETHING like 
braille in elevators." 
Visually-impaired students 
have said the markings are a 
greatly  needed  addition,  she 
across the edge of the steps to 
provide the necessary contrast. 
"THE ARCHITECT said 'no' 
for such reasons as the continual 
maintenance the project would 
require and because It wouldn't 
be aesthetically pleasing," 
Hartman said. 
She called the architect with 
"Tbe architect said he had 
very strong personal feelings 
against it,'7 she explained. r'l 
chuckled and said, 'So do I.'" 
Their final comment, Hart- 
man said, was "There are iust 
some things you have to adjust 
to." 
"How can he tell me that? I 
have done nothing but adjust to 
BG News/Phil Masturzo 
said. 
"On new elevators, it's easy to 
have braille built into the control 
panels. We've tried braille stick- 
ers on old elevators, but it 
doesn't work. They fall off," 
Scottbey said. 
Pelfrey and Hartman have 
difficulties beyond getting to 
classes. 
Pelfrey has applied through 
the University to go to Madrid, 
Spain, next year but has been 
told it's impossible, he said. 
"Tbe University has legiti- 
mate questions - they're con- 
cerned with me getting around 
Spain and don't think there's a 
family I can live with," Pelfrey 
said. 
With an overall grade point 
average of 3.52 and a 4.0 In 
Spanish, Pelfrey said he meets 
all the credentials. 
"If I didn't have enough confi- 
dence to go, I'd understand them 
not letting me. But I can do it I 
want to go," Pelfrey said. 
HARTMAN'S   PROBLEM 
came when she talked to some- 
one in tbe speech pathology de- 
partment about entering tbe 
University's graduate school. 
"She said that there were 
more than enough students in 
tbe program. But later, she 
mentioned that she wasn't sure I 
could do the work," Hartman 
said. "It made me wonder which 
came first - tbe fact that there 
were too many people or that 
she didn't think I could handle 
the program." 
At the recommendation of 
Handicapped Services, she en- 
rolled as a student with special 
standing in tbe graduate college. 
She is now in the regular grad- 
uate program. 
"I resent that I should have to 
prove myself," Hartman said. 
''I've faced plenty of challenges. 
No one needs to provide them for 
me. They're there." 
Hartman explained, "Just as 
people are sexist and racist, I've 
learned tbe hard way that 
they're also handicappedist." 
Tomorrow, a story dealing 
with how the visually impaired 
cope with instructors and stu- 
dents. 
City Board of Education meets, votes 
by Don Lea 
staff reporter 
Because of declining enrollment and 
deterioration of the building, the Bowling 
Green Board of Education voted Tuesday 
to close tbe liberty Elementary School. 
Tbe school is located at tbe corner of 
Mermill and Liberty Hi roads in Liberty 
Township. 
Tbe 4-1 vote by tbe board leaves tbe 
district with six elementary schools. 
In other action, tbe board voted not to 
of money ... to bring it back for 150 
students," Evans said. 
The building was finished in 1913 and 
originally served students in grades K-12 
in the Liberty Township School District, 
which later consolidated with Milton 
Township district to form the Westwood 
school district, Evans said. Westwood 
consolidated with the Bowling Green city 
schools about 20 years ago. 
Evans said the district had not planned 
what to do with the buUdlng, adding that 
demolition, sale or mothballing were 
considered as possibilities. 
renew tbe contract of William Habron, 
principal of Liberty and Milton Elemen- 
tary schools in Muton Center, OWo. Offi- 
dala refused to comment on the vote 
except to say it was not related to the 
school closing. The vote was made in 
executive session. 
Liberty will remain open and Habron 
will stay on as principal of both schools 
until the end of the 198«5 school year. 
The 159 Liberty students, enrolled in 
grades kindergarten through third with 
tome in an individualized program, will 
be bussed to Milton, seven miles west of 
Liberty on Mermill Road, beginning next 
school year. 
Gary Evans, media coordinator for 
Bowling Green public schools, said Mil- 
ton currently holds 92 students enrolled in 
grades four through six. 
"MILTON HAS held more than that 
(tbe combined Liberty and Milton enroll- 
ment) at one time," Evans said. "They 
(tbe school system) are going to have to 
make some changes." 
Goetz to 
fight new 
findings 
NEW YORK (AP)-Barn- 
hard Goetz was indicted by a 
grand jury on four counts of 
attempted murder yester- 
day, a month after a first 
panel charged him only with 
Illegal gun possession for 
shooting four youths on a 
subway train Dec. 22. 
"It's probably tbe best 
thing," said Goetz, a 37- 
year-old self-employed elec- 
tronics technician. "Hope- 
fully this will end the 
controversy ... The story 
would have come out one 
way or the other anyway." 
The indictment In the in- 
ternationally nnhHrtwd 
case was announced by Dis- 
trict Attorney Robert Mor- 
genthau one day after Goats 
refused to testify before the 
grand jury in a dispute over 
how much immunity he 
should be granted. 
Goetz, who claimed he 
was defending himself 
against being robbed and 
terrorized, became a figure 
of tremendous caatroveuy 
Immediately after tbe sboot- 
New Yorkers and 
people around the country 
hailed bis actions as a blow 
against crime, wnfle some 
questioned whether the 
isnontings were justified. 
Talk shows, newspapers and 
public opinion polls docu- 
mented worldwide aware- 
ness of the case. 
BARRY SLOTNTK, 
Goete's attorney, said be 
would immediately mow to 
dismiss tbe indictment "be- 
cause it was brought tn> 
providentially by tbe district 
attorney for partisan rea- 
"The chief judge has said 
a grand tar,' wnl indict a 
bam tandwi.it if tbe district 
attorney wants it to," Sfat- 
nick ask ' Berate Goete to- 
day turned out to be a ham 
sandwich." 
"Mr. Goete it —■**—4" 
Stotafck said. "He reauaea 
be has become a political 
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-Editorial- 
Wade tables idea 
"Ova strange twist of fate Tuesday evening, USG 
.D President Bob Wade was given the opportunity 
to decide whether or not the names of any other 
presidential hopefuls will appear on the ballots for 
the USG general election on April 3. 
Considering the circumstances. Wade shouldn't 
be expected to extend filing the date for his oppo- 
nents. By allowing other names on the ballot, 
however, Wade would be showing that he stands by 
the accomplishments of his adminstration. 
Originally it had appeared as though Wade would 
run for re-election unopposed. The well-publicized 
March 22 filing date for USG candidates came and 
passed with Wade being the only petitioner for 
presidential candidacy. 
But at Tuesday's USG meeting, a motion was 
brought before the General Assembly to extend the 
filing date for petitioners; an individual, Michael 
McGreevey, had come forward and announced his 
candidacy. A last-ditch effort was being staged to 
get his name on the ballot alongside Wade's. 
The motion passed 8-4, but acccording to Article 
HI, Section VI of the USG Constitution, "The 
[•resident of the student body may set aside any 
egislation ... (for) 10 academic days after the 
meeting..." For the first time since taking office, 
Wade tabled a piece of legislation. If he waits the 
full 10 days to make his decision, the election will be 
over. 
Wade has no moral or ethical obligation to allow 
anyone else on the ballot. Everyone else had as 
much of an opportunity to file as he did. 
Besides, anyone announcing their candidacy at 
this juncture is showing either a lack of interest or 
of organization. 
But allowing other candidates on the ballot will 
show that he stands by what he has done while in 
power, a term in office that he himself has de- 
scribed as "controversial." If he is truly satisfied 
with his accomplishments, he shouldn't fear oppo- 
sition. 
Notes from the doctor 
Shock the minister 
by Doc Doherty 
Random thoughts and 
Jumbled jottings... 
A good friend of mine partici- 
pated in a multi-denominational 
retreat this past weekend, and 
claims to have come away with 
the prize for "biggest shock ef- 
fect" when be asked the reli- 
gious director flat out, "How 
much sin can I get away with 
and still go to heaven?" 
• Trivia Time! If an electric 
train is traveling 90 mph into an 
83 mph headwind, which way 
will the smoke blow? (Hint: 
electric trains don't have 
smokestacks.) 
• Sudden insight: the secret to 
success is sincerity. Once you 
can fake that, you've got it 
made. 
• Don't you hate it when you 
reach a yellow light at an inter- 
section, decide to go for it, and 
the old lady in front of you 
chickens out? 
• Words of wisdom from my 
ever-thoughtful roommate: "U 
at first you don't succeed, try, 
try again. Unless you happen to 
be parachuting." 
• Sudden thought: is exposed 
film indecent? 
• My friend the arguably ex- 
tra-terrestrial night guard has 
these words of wisdom to share 
for this week: 
• "Nuclear weapons, though 
practical in certain situations, 
should never be used to solve 
domestic quarrels." 
• "Mobile homes attract tor- 
nadoes." 
• "Flying turtles are real! 
They just don't show up on ra- 
dar." 
• Poetry corner: "Mary had a 
little lamb/was the doctor ever 
surprised/but when McDonald 
had a farm/you should have 
seen the doctor's eyes!" 
Before I sign off, I would like 
to share with the world (or at 
least the campus) that I've fi- 
nally declared a major: En- 
glish ! Now maybe people I don't 
even know will stop calling me 
at all hours of the night despera- 
tely wanting to know if I've 
made my decision yet. Oh, I'm 
also declaring a minor in philos- 
ophy so I can learn to cope with 
unemployment. 
Running out of time ... run- 
ningout of space... running out 
ofSdeas! 
So until next time, remember: 
Bowling Green is like a bowl of 
Grape Nuts. Once you remove 
all the nuts, the only thing left 
are the flakes. 
Mike "Doc" Doherty is a freshman from Bowling Green. 
It you read the article, you al- 
ready know what his major is. If 
you didn't, what are you reading 
down here for? 
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Cuomo: 
He groans about '88 but watches those reruns 
by George Will 
NEW YORK - It is spring- 
training time in Brooklyn and 
the phenom is taking batting 
practice, smacking line drives 
off the fences. Mario Cuomo is a 
former minor-league cen- 
terfielder, currently is a major- 
league governor, and (accord- 
ing to the boys in the press box) 
is a can't-niiss candidate for the 
politician's Cooperstown. 
Be is In the Brooklyn Supreme 
Court building, seated beneath a 
sign that says "Vox Populi." 
Evidently Latin is big in Brook- 
lyn. Cuomo certainly is. 
He is taking questions from 
tile bleachers and the natives 
are not restless. The questions 
are what baseball people call 
meatballs - soft tosses grooved 
over the heart of the plate, let- 
ters-nigh. Such questions ("I 
want to begin by thanking you, 
governor, for all you have done 
for ...") do not give Cuomo a 
chance to be impressive, but the 
questions say  something   im- 
pressive about his governance. 
Ebbets Field, home of the 
Brooklyn Dodgers before Los 
Angeles' larceny, was never a 
garden of shrinking violets. 
Brooklvnites, even more than 
normal New Yorkers, are vocal 
about their grievances. But the 
only serious grievance voiced in 
two and a half hours of Cuomo's 
open meeting is that Brooklyn 
deserves a new stadium and a 
team to romp in It 
The main argument between 
Cuomo and New York Republi- 
cans is how big the tax cut 
should be. Republicans want it 
bigger than Cuomo's proposal. 
They say he is underestimating 
revenues. Cuomo promises that 
the cut in personal income taxes 
is just the start of a "pattern" of 
cuts that will include business 
taxes. This, in the People's Re- 
public of New York? Yep, and it 
Is like many other states: The 
two most popular politicians are 
the president, a Republican, and 
the governor, a Democrat. 
Cuomo came to the nation's 
attention at the 1964 Democratic 
National Convention with the 
keynote speech that pro- 
claimed: "We can do it again." 
The antecedent of the pronoun 
"it" was approximately this: 
We can use energetic govern- 
ment to engineer a more egalita- 
rian society. 
But William Schneider, a fel- 
low at the American Enterprise 
Institute, understands the Dem- 
ocrats' problem. Their ambi- 
tious social agenda depends, he 
says, on sustained and rapid 
economic growth to produce the 
economic surplus for egalitarian 
social engineering. However, 
such growth dilutes the sense of 
urgency for redistributive poli- 
cies. 
It is possible that - God and 
national Journalism willing - 
Americans can come to find 
governors interesting. Gover- 
nors have many more direct 
responsibilities than legislators 
have, and inevitably have more 
interesting records. It is hard to 
be ideologically monochrome 
when administering education 
and health systems, settling 
strikes and prison riots, and 
balancing budgets - as gover- 
nors are required to do. 
Schneider notes that recent 
Democratic nomination contests 
have not been left-versus-right 
contests, or young-versus-old 
contests. Rather, they have been 
"insiders" versus "outsiders." 
The modern history (and the 
decline) of the Democratic 
Party began in 1968, in Chicago. 
There, Hubert Humphrey (as- 
sisted by a protege named Wal- 
ter Mondale) defeated forces 
outside the party establishment 
- actually outside the convention 
hall, In the streets. In 1972 and 
1976. the nominations went to 
outsiders - George McGovern 
over Ed Muskie and others, 
Jimmy Carter over Scoop Jack- 
son and others. In 1964 Mondale. 
the insiders' revenge, defeated 
Gary Hart, whose new idea was 
that   insiders   are   burnt-out 
A governor, especially of New | 
York, is an interesting blend, : 
being outside the federal public- : 
itv machine but inside the game : 
of governance. But Cuomo does 
not give the impression of want- 
ing a presidential nomination in 
the consuming way that one 
must want it if one is going to get 
it. He says the wrong question, 
constantly asked, is: Are you; 
going to run for president in 
1968? The correct question is: 
Are you going to seek re-election • 
in 1986? He says that if his; 
answer to the latter Is "yes"' 
(and it almost certainly will be), 
then the answer to the former 
must be "no." It must be, be- 
cause he could not, practically- 
or   properly,   begin,   simulta- 
neously, a second term as gover- 
nor   and   a   presidentail 
campaign. 
He often rises early, some- 
times to write his diary, and 
occasionally he tunes in C-Span.. 
He watches - can you imagine? - 
re-runs of congressional pro- 
ceedings. Is he inoculating him- 
self against Potomac Fever, or 
measuring the opposition? 
Whichever, he has been warned. 
When a New York reporter at 
the   Brooklyn   meeting   asks 
Cuomo about the presidency, 
Cuomo groans. He is required to: 
do that.   The  audience  also; 
groans. This is optional and in- 
teresting. They like him where • 
he is, and will become more like: 
New Yorkers - surly - if he* 
starts acting like a presidential: 
candidate. When he arrived in 
Brooklyn for his batting prac- 
tice, a female constituent semi-; 
swooned: "You're not as ugly In: 
person as on TV." That was a 
New Yorker trying to be nice.   ; 
George Will is a columnist fot\'< 
the Washington Post Writers; 
Group. 
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Letters 
Sign pledge to 
protest invasion 
In the last year U.S. mili- 
tary intervention in Central 
America has escalated to such a 
degree that there is good reason 
to Tear that the next step by our 
government will be a direct in- 
tervention - an invasion. In re- 
sponse to the situation, many 
peace and justice organizations 
across the United States, both 
religious and nonreligious, have 
begun to develop a plan for a 
nationally coordinated nonvio- 
lent response. 
In January, a press confer- 
ence was held in Washington, 
D.C., to announce the plans of 
many U.S. citizens to protest if 
the United States bombs, in- 
vades or sets up a naval block- 
ade in the region. By that date, 
over 42,000 people had signed the 
"Pledge of Resistance.'' The 
objective of the pledge is not 
only to be prepared to mobilize 
in protest after an invasion or 
other serious escalation of mili- 
tary Involvement has occured 
but to build public opinion 
against the kinds of UJS. policies 
which would lead to a direct 
intervention in the first place. 
Locally, Bowling Green or- 
ganisations are joining the na- 
tional movement and working 
out a contingency plan which 
involves a Pledge of Resistance. 
Petitions will be available in the 
Women for Women office, at St. 
Thomas More University Parish 
and at United Christian 
Fellowship. 
All who are concerned 
about the possibility of war are 
encouraged to sign. Since col- 
lege-aged students are the ones 
who are drafted, the issue di- 
rectly affects everyone at Bowl- 
ing Green. Following is a 
complete copy of the Pledge of 
Resistance: 
If the United States in- 
vades, bombs, sends combat 
troops, or otherwise signifi- 
cantly escalates its military in- 
tervention in Nicaragua or El 
Salvador, the undersigned have 
agreed, as part of the national 
Pledge of Resistance 
Movement, to meet at St. 
Thomas More University Par- 
ish, Fireside Lounge, 425 
Thurstin Ave.. at 5 p.m. the day 
the intervention is announced 
and support/participate in the 
following: 
• Protest at the office of 
Ohio's 5th District Congressman 
Delbert Latta, the Federal 
Building 280 S. Main St Pro- 
posed plans of action include 
picketing outside the Federal 
Building (BG Post Office), a sit- 
in at Latta's office and deliv- 
ering "gifts of peace" (e.g. flow- 
ers,   canned   goods,   etc.)   at 
regular intervals to the office. 
• Phone-lobbying to the of- 
fices of Ohio's VS. Senators 
John Glenn and Howard Metzen- 
baum, Congressman Latta, the 
White House, etc 
• Vigil for Peace to be held 
on the BGSU campus. 
• Delegation to Washington, 
D.C., with the opportunity to 
engage in nonviolent civil dis- 
obedience at the White House. 
•Continuous letter-writing 
campaigns to legislators to halt 
further U.S. military involve- 
ment in Central America. 
Signing this petition does 
not bind the signator to any 
illegal action. 
Leni Hover 
389 McDonald North 
Member of the Sadal Justice 
Committee 
Women journalists 
subject to sexism 
People say this is 1965. Sex- 
ism is dead; we have a Women's 
Studies Program: what more 
could women want?! But is sex- 
ism gone? Consider my experi- 
ence. 
A woman left a staff meet- 
ing of a campus publication 
early. After she had closed the 
door, the editor made a remark 
praising her sexually attractive 
walk. When I responded with an I 
uncomplimentary term for the I 
editor to protest his demeaning : 
remark, he told me my com-: 
ments were unwanted. 
The rest of the staff seemed 
stunned and uncomfortable. I 
left the meeting and was told 
weeks later that the second half I 
of my two-part article was not . 
going to be printed due to my > 
protest. 
The article being published ! 
is not the issue. The issue is 
whether or not women journal- I 
ists should be expected to en- 
dure sexist environments. When • 
a friend of the editor told me I : 
took the comment too seriously. ' 
I wondered bow men would feel 
If they knew they were judged ; 
by their bodies first and as jour- j 
nalists second. How would men 
react if they knew they were , 
constantly rated by their col- f 
leagues on their sexuality, ap- 
pearance or attractive walk? 
This sexist treatment op- 
presses women because it treats j 
them as sexual objects rather . 
than   respected   professionals - 
and full members of a journal i 
staff. This is a blatant example 
of the old-boy network where 
women are subjected to sexism ■ 
while trying to be part of the •* 
"free press.' 
Dtaaaa L. Bond 
OCMB7148 
I 
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Help for LD students 
by Janet Pavatko 
reporter 
Joe is taking a psychology 
test. He knows the material 
but be just cant seem to do 
well on exams. Because of a 
hidden learning disability, he 
is having difficulty "sounding 
out" some of the words and 
comprehending directions. He 
seems to reverse letters and 
numbers. 
Joe has dyslexia. 
The learning disability 
dyslexia occurs when students 
with average and above aver- 
age intelligence have trouble 
processing information. 
"Not all students realize 
they have a learning problem 
until they are in a class setting 
and are not doing well, but 
they know they have the poten- 
tial to do well," Jan Scottbey, 
director of handicapped serv- 
ices, said. "Many of these stu- 
dents were previously labeled 
as slow learners or behavioral 
problem children and were 
pushed through school." 
Scottbey said dyslexic char- 
acteristics are observable in 
reading, writing, math and 
spelling, although most people 
do not exhibit all of the charac- 
teristics. 
"Reading comprehension is 
usually poor, while hand- 
writing tends to be large. Also, 
most dyslexic people tend to 
print instead of using long- 
nand," Scottbey said. 
"Dyslexic people also tend to 
reverse numbers, words and 
qualify for services, he or she 
must provide documentation 
within the last five years stat- 
ing that they have been diag- 
nosed as having a learning 
disability. 
"We then send letters to the 
student's professors explain- 
ing the disability and make 
different   testing   arrange- 
"ln mobern aocelty an Inblvlbual's ytlllba 
to be self-sufficient Is usually encouraged 
fron childhood." 
leave out letters or are not 
capable of working with num- 
bers in a sequence." 
Scottbey said that although 
people do not outgrow 
dyslexia, compensation is a 
means of dealing with the 
learning disability. 
"DYSLEXIC PEOPLE are 
in no way mentally deficient - 
some of the students we help 
have very high grade point 
averages, she said. "Ba- 
sically, we (handicapped serv- 
ices) try to find the right 
learning accommodations for 
each person." 
Scottbey said for a student to 
ments." Scottbey said. 
"Usually these students need a 
more quiet environment, with 
a longer time limit." 
Scottbey said that dyslexic 
students work with the read- 
ing, writing and math labs. 
Students can also enroll in a 
time management and reading 
skills course. 
"Sometimes, all the student 
needs is having someone take 
notes for them in class in case 
they don't comprehend all the 
information," Scottbey said. 
"Other times we have to go 
over sentence structure with 
the student." 
Manvillers back Springfest 
Called 'The New Madness* 
by Teresa Tarantlno 
staff reporter 
The sole topic of discussion at 
tester-day's meeting of the City 
Iniversity Residential Rela- 
tions Committee (CURRC) was 
Springfest '85. 
Spruigfest is an alternative to 
Manville Madness. 
The committee heard from 
two residents of Manville who 
asked to be identified only as 
Randy and Steve, concerning 
the status of Manville Madness. 
According to Randy, he and 
Steve have talked to several 
residents from Manville and 
they have indicated full support 
for Springfest. 
"Nothing has been arranged 
or scheduled yet (concerning 
Manville)," Randy said, "and 
we don't want anything like last 
year." 
"We know of no group (of 
Manville residents) that is plan- 
ning anything like last year," 
Steve said. 
Bob Stovash, USG representa- 
tive to CURRC, said the resi- 
dents were being made aware of 
the legal ramifications should 
»■•■•■•■• 
HORSEBACK RIDING 
at 
Marmon Valley Camp 
April 13-14 
W 
Sign up in UAO 
office, 3rd floor, Union 
Special Offer 
t  Carousel 
Beauty Shop 
$5 
HAIRCUTS 
30% off PERMS 
Ask for Peggy 
Braiding Styles Available 
140 E. Woostai. 352-0800 
Mon Sat 9-5:30, Thus   (III 8 p m 
tfREDKEN coupon Oood Ihru 4'10.85 NEXUS 
^"3 
-^        BowWn C/t*n Succ Urwvmny 
UNIVERSITY 
H0ST& 
HOSTESSES 
A group of BG Students who 
represent the university at a variety 
of events. Members of the group 
conduct tours, host special events, 
serve as ushers and greet visitors. 
The group is highly visible among a 
variety of 'Publics' from peers to 
University administrators. 
Applications are now 
available through April 17 in 
405 Student Services 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
Now Leasing for 85 <S(> School Yeai 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 
•all utilities included«gas heat»laundry facilities 
•drapes»carpet»party & game room 
•swimming pool»sauna 
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$270-furnished $265-unfurnished 
Plus gas & electric. 
Landlord pays water & sewage 
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS 
$225-furnished $200-unfumished 
Plus electric. 
Landlord pays gas heat, water & sewage 
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa w/lease 
214 Napoleon Rd      Bowling Green, Ohio 
352-1195 
Cold King Kegs, 24 Returnables, 
Sunday Wine Sales 
Frito Lay ,- 
POTATO CHIPS     7   oz. . 
2 Liter 
PEPSI or COKE 
(Diet or Reg) 1.09 
DUNCAN HINES 
Peanut Butter Fudge Chocolate Chip 
Cookies 12 oz. pkq.Sl .49 
RACKETEER'S 
DQ BUILI 
problems occur as a result of a 
party on Manville. 
The committee also passed a 
motion to promote Springfest as 
"The New Madness: Springfest 
'85." 
Several committee members 
expressed concern with the use 
of the term "madness." 
John Quinn, committee chair, 
said the committee was trying to 
promote a party atmosphere, 
r
'but not madness." 
Mayor Bruce Bellard ap- 
proved of the motion, stating 
that the use of a single word was 
not important. 
"Our objective is not to get 
people off Manville, but not to 
have a party like last year - 
anywhere - on or off campus," 
he said. 
The committee also addressed 
concerns posed by the Bowling 
Green Skating Club concerning 
Springfest. 
The Skating Club is sponsor- 
ing Ice Horizons, an ice skating 
show, the same day as Spring- 
fest at the Ice Arena. The Skat- 
ing Club is concerned about 
problems that could arise be- 
cause the festival is being held 
in the intramural field adjacent 
to the Ice Arena. 
The Skating Club expressed 
concern with the noise and the 
large amount of people concen- 
trated in the area. 
Bill Bess, director of public 
safety, addressed the problem of 
traffic, stating that officers 
would be on duty to route traffic 
away from Springfest Campus 
police will be directing traffic 
east, south and north to keep it 
away from pedestrians, he said. 
Dwight Burlingame, vice 
president of University Rela- 
tions, said the Skating Club will 
be able to test the effect of noise 
from the bands during the af- 
ternoon. If the noise level is high 
enough that it will disrupt the 
show, the bands will be asked to 
turn down the music, he said. 
In regard to people getting out 
of hand, Stovash said the com- 
mittee has taken every precau- 
tion to control the crowd. 
"We have engaged the serv- 
ices of two police forces and will 
be hiring students to help with 
security,   he added. 
Stovash also said, the commit- 
tee will "encourage people who 
are attending Ice Horizons to 
join us after the performance." 
fi COUPON ~ 
i SUPCR SPCCIIU! 
;$A5o 
1-16 In. On. 
Item Pino 
SUPCR SPCCIfH! $475 
Additional lt*rm $1 00 Eo 
1-13 In. One 
Item Pino 
Additional lt»m» 75* Eo 
■    Open 4 p.m. 
FREE DELIVERY ■Hkhl.C.cMvMn 
Pr^P0"0'5 
(*» into iim 
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA 
{»»••• «/31/15 
Ph. 352-5166 
203 Nwlll NW11 
•GN 
COUPON _-r _. ^ 
IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL? 
WE HAVE THE CURE!! 
12953 KRAMER RD 
- BG. — 
BO's LARGEST 
AND MOST 
COMPLETE 
IMPORT 
FACILITY 
352-7031 
Last Chance Sale 
Thurs. Fri. Sat. 
EXTRA 50<7o on 
on the following Fall/Winter Mdse. 
Dresses 
Skirts 
Pants 
Blouses 
Sweaters- 
Extra 50% off 
(Already Vi price) 
Example: 
Dress Reg. Price 60.00 
'/£ price 30.00 
Extra S0y* off 15.00 
Now 15.00 
(Buy now for next Fall) 
All Sales Final -No Exchanges 
Z/h* J^owder 
S25Ridg«St FREt PARKING 
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_, —, .        , Photo/Vlnce Wallet 
FICtUre Place paCKed the Picture Place, finds herself busy with people picking up pictures 
Cheryl Huston,  freshman  accounting/finance  major  and  cashier at   ,a'<en over •Pr'n9 break. 
Reactions vary 
Specials limited 
by Zora Johnson 
staff reporter 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
NOW RENTING FOR 
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR 
♦Heat    *Water     *Cable 
"Trash Removal 
All included 
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT 
OF $10.00 PER MONTH IF 
LEASE 
IS SIGNED BY MARCH 31 
Locations available just 6 blocks horn campus 
I 400 E. Napoleon      352-9135      9-5 Weekdays, Evenings by appointment 
Please 
support 
the 
AMERICAN 
CANCER 
SOCIETY^ 
Five months after the Ohio 
Liquor Control Commission 
passed a law forbidding bars 
from having happy hours spe- 
cials after 9 p.m., reaction is 
mixed among local permit hold- 
ers. 
The law, which took effect 
Sept. 20,1984, set limitations on 
retail price reductions after 9 
p.m., according to Patty Has- 
kins, assistant chief of the Ohio 
Department of Liquor Control 
Public Information Division. 
"Basically, the law prohibits 
the serving of two drinks for the 
price of one after that hour," she 
said. 
Bill Gamble, general manager 
of Uptown-Downtown and presi- 
dent of Wood County Permit 
Holder's Association, said that 
the general feeling among most 
area permit holders is that the 
law has had a positive effect. 
"I think it got everyone on a 
different pattern - which is 
good," he said. "There is not as 
much uncontrolled drinking 
going on. I think that cheap 
prices took away from some of 
the dignity of a bar." 
Michael Titmuss, owner of 
Milton's, does not agree with the 
passage of the law, however. 
"I DONT think anyone can 
argue with the fact that the 
problem of drunk driving needs 
to be solved," he said. "But this 
law was pushed through before 
it was really determined 
whether it would be a solution to 
the problem. I don't think the 
state should be able to deter- 
1984 KEYS 
■\ 
Are Still Available 
If you ordered one, but never picked it up, 
please do so. 
Limited number are available for sale, too 
Call 372-0086 or stop by 
The KEY office, 310 Student Services 
S.I. 
r 
Celebrate BGSU's 
History With Music 
Thursday & Friday 
March 28-29 
Grand Ballroom, Union 
8:00 p.m. $2.00 
Reservations Recommended 
For reservations or information 
call the Cabaret Hotline 
372-OUAO 
Student Recreation Center ^» 
L.I.F.E. Program 
The SRC staff invites all to participate in our 
annual L.I.F.E. (Leisure Information Fitness Evalua- 
tion) Program this year. The date is MONDAY, 
APRIL 1 from 12:00-9:00 pm Drop in anytime 
you are free. 
The following are the activities we have planned for this day: 
*' 'SIX different computer health assessment tests are available: 
Find out more about your nutrition habits, exercise points, fast 
food facts, and your personal longevity traits. 
Blood Pressure, percent body fat, flexibility, grip strength, and 
more can be tested by the BGSU Health Majors Club. 
BGSU FIT-FOR-ALL AEROBIC CHALLENGE: 
From 5:30-6:30 in the Sport Center 
THUNDER JUMPERS: 
h™ ipjSfl Actl!?y Qmter ' Elementary «t"d«nts from Englewood, Ohio 
.. J^X ' °MneS ■* t0 mU8,C and are verv a00*1 rope Jumpers WOOD ONE WHEELERS: 
7:00 in the Activity Center - 38 uni-cyclists from 5-54 years in age. 
FIREBALL GYMNASTIC TEAM: 
FiJLi.*8 ^VLty, Center "   ^"nentary students  from  Conneaut Elementary will be doing stunts and gymnastic routines to music 
?£P RECORD BICYCLE HOLDERS: 
8:00 in the Activity Center • Marty Shelly and Rick Gunther will be 
demonstrating some bicycle tricks. WU °* 
^LNOT, 
* ' ' * NCAA BASKETBALL FINALS 
The SRC has rented a 40 inch screen to watch the basketball finals at 9:00 
Non-members must pay 50* admission fee to the L.I.F.E. Program 
mine how much anyone charges 
for something." 
He said he thinks that there 
are better solutions to the prob- 
lem than imposition of a happy 
hours ban. He favors stiffer pe- 
nalties for drunken driving, spot 
checks by police officers or cur- 
tailment of carry-out sales after 
a certain tune. 
The law has had some impact 
on revenue generated at local 
bars. 
"Before the law was passed, 
we used to be twice as busy on 
Thursday nights," Titmuss said. 
"Although we may have a 
higher profit margin at full 
prices, the law hurts us on ad- 
mission charges. Before, we 
would have gotten twice as 
much at the door. This affects a 
number of things, such as the 
types of bands I can afford to 
hire." 
GAMBLE SAID any loss that 
his bar has suffered because of 
the law has been negligible. 
"While we may be losing money 
in some places, we can make 
money in other places." 
Both men agree that competi- 
tion has been affected by the 
law. Titmuss said that bars can 
no longer compete by offering 
lower prices. 'It was easier to 
compete before, because we 
could attract people with our 
prices. Although I don't mind 
doing it, now we have to orga- 
nize special promotions." 
Happy hours competition was 
not always positive, Gamble 
said. "I think the law has helped 
everyone. It's no longer dog-eat- 
dog competition where bars at- 
tract people by giving away two 
drinks at midnight - when the 
customer doesn't need them 
anyway." 
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Iceland nationalistic 
by Caroline Longer 
staff reporter 
Gunner Vageirsson, a graduate student in socio- 
logy from Iceland, is In Bowling Green to study 
sociology in sports, but he said he will definitely 
return to his homeland when he is finished. 
Vageirsson, a sociology of sports teachers assis- 
tant, is a correspondent for an Iceland dally 
newspaper, reporting on American sporting 
events on both the college and professional levels. 
He loves Iceland. 
The country Is located in the Arctic Circle but it 
is not extremely cold in winter - generally about 
. 35 degrees, Vageirsson said. The reason for this is 
that the Gulf Stream carries In the warmth of the 
sea. 
: But everything there isn't all "peaches and 
cream." 
"The rain does not go down, it goes across, so 
don't bother with an umbrella. But if you don't like 
the weather, just wait a minute, it will change," 
he added. 
There are 24 hours of sunlight in Iceland from 
mid-June to August, which causes culture shock 
for many foreigners, including men in the Ameri- 
can Naval base in his hometown, Vageirsson said. 
He said the enlisted men are not accustomed to 
falling asleep while the sun is shining. 
FROM MID-NOVEMBER to February, there is 
only about two to three hours of "cloudy sunlight" 
each day. 
The country is about the size of Virginia with a 
population of about 240,000. It has a high standard 
of living, Vageirsson said. Taxes are high, but the 
money comes right back to the citizens in social 
services, the ministry of health and the ministry 
of education. There is no ministry of defense 
because there are no armed forces - Iceland is 
protected by the North American Treaty Organi- 
zation (NATO). 
"Health care is free and the government even 
pays 90 percent of the medical fees for its citzens 
abroad," Vageirsson said. 
There is no school in summer and children the 
ages of 12-15 generally hold summer Jobs, such as 
cleaning up for the city, Vageirsson said. 
Due to a one-month vacation for everyone 
during the summer, students 16 and older can fill 
those vacant positions and earn full pay. 
Students attend college when they are between 
ages of 16 and 18. Vageirsson said. These two 
years are comparable to the University's first two 
years of college with the exception that most 
subjects - varying from nursing to mechanics - 
are taught in the same system. Students can then 
proceed to the university level which is more 
specialized. 
"MONEY IS not a factor in getting a degree in 
Iceland," Vageirsson said. 
The general fee for going to the university is 
about fi6, he said. It is easy for students to obtain 
a student loan for support If they get married 
early or have to pay rent. 
The amount of loan money received is not based 
on parents' salary but instead on the amount of 
money the student earns during the summer, 
Vageirsson said. 
Icelanders are "nuts" about their language and 
do not use foreign words, Vageirsson said. So, 
whenever something new comes along, they hold a 
contest to give it a name. 
Iceland is an extremely nationalistic country - it 
is trying to hold on to its cultural identity, Vageirs- 
World influenced by U.S. 
American culture touches foreign lands, people 
by Caroline Langei 
staff reporter 
way is the only way. 
''Americans   take for 
The American culture influ- 
ences the rest of the world. 
Even in such places as Ice- 
land, there are examples of 
our culture. People overseas 
tend to stereotype all Ameri- 
cans according to what they 
see in movies and on tele- 
vision. 
Gunner Vageirsson, a grad- 
uate student in sociology from 
Iceland, said that most people 
overseas believe that Ameri- 
cans are very ethnocentric in 
that they believe the American 
granted that everyone every- 
where will speak English and 
recognize rock' n' roll," he 
said. 
Now that he has been to the 
U.S., be says he understands 
why "the American culture 
has influenced most other cul- 
tures." 
It is true that English is 
understood almost anywhere 
in the world and American 
music is widely listened to, 
Vageirsson said. 
Besides the influence of mu- 
sic and language on foreign 
people, movies - such as 
''Ghost Busters'* "Purple 
Rain" and "Red Dawn" -also 
have great impact, Vageirsson 
said. 
The weekly television show 
"Dallas" is being aired in 100 
different countries, he added. 
THIS CAN, however, lead to 
a false impression of bow the 
American people truly are. 
"Europeans don't think 
Americans are too smart," 
Vageirsson said. This is be- 
cause of the examples they see 
of Americans as tourists, in 
television shows, films and 
rock videos. 
BrOU/n (Continued from page: 
place in the state. "It might 
mean a few houses will be in a 
different district," he said. 
Brown said his office contin- 
ues to work on a bill that would 
limit campaign spending by can- 
didates for state office ui Ohio. 
"It is a bigger problem every 
election," Brown said. "Last 
year a half a billion dollars was 
spent by candidates for the U.S. 
Congress." 
While Brown said spending by 
candidates all across the nation 
is much too high, he said the bill 
seeks to limit the campaign 
spending in Ohio only. He said 
the bill was introduced to the 
Ohio House of Representatives 
late in its session last year and 
failed, but said it was re-intro- 
duced in a different form this 
year. 
—HOLLIS A. MOORE— 
Service Award 
Applications Available At: 
* 405 Student Services 
* Union Information Booth 
* Commuter Center 
* UAO Office 
Recognizes Outstanding 
Undergraduates 
Graduates 
Faculty 
Administrator 
Classified Staff 
 DEADLINE: FRIDAY, APRIL 5, 1985  
Applications are now 
available for editorial posi- 
tions for Fall semester 1985 
for 
THEBGLNEWS 
Deadline: April 5, Noon 
Applications may be picked up in the 
BG News office, 106 University Hall. 
CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS 
505 CLOUGH STREET NEXT TO STERLING 
AND DORSEYS PHONE 352-9302 (ANYTIME) 
I OFFICE HOURS: 10-3 p.m. - 
OTHERS BY APPOINTMENT 
CHECK THESE SAVINGS FOR NEXT YEAR 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT 
$145.00 per person per month    (4 person apt. occupancy) 
INCLUDES (AT NO EXTRA COST) 
* ALL HEAT AND AIR CONDITIONING 
* FREE CABLE TV 
* TWO BEDROOM, 11/2 BATH APARTMENTS 
* PARKING AT YOUR FRONT DOOR 
* THREE MINUTES TO CLASSROOMS, AD BUILDING, STORES 
* FLEXIBLE PAYMENT TERMS 
* LAUNDRY IN EACH BUILDING 
* OVERSIZED CLOSETS col** S£t°
S ■too*** 
ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL SUMMER RATES.     CAMPUS MANOR IS UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP & MANAGEMENT. 
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Senior Challenge to begin with party 
by Danielle Fischer 
staff reporter 
Senior Challenge, a campaign de- 
signed to raise money for the ffniver- 
sity through monetary pledges from 
graduating seniors, will officially begin 
tonight at a kick-off party for senior 
volunteers in the Mileti Alumni Center. 
The kick-off party, scheduled to be- 
gin at 8:30 p.m., is a "social send-off" 
and a "motivator" for the volunteers 
before Senior Giving Week begins, 
Larry Weiss, director of Alumni Af- 
fairs, said. 
"It's a last chance for the volunteers 
to get together, and often, it's a chance 
for seniors to get together with their 
classmates one last time before they 
graduate," Weiss said. 
Weiss said the total dollar amount 
pledged by the volunteers would be 
announced at the party. "At the party 
we announce that 'X' thousands of 
dollars have been pledged by the volun- 
teers, and that gives them something to 
talk about when they go out to get 
pledges." 
During Senior Giving Week, April 1- 
5, nearly 400 senior volunteers will be 
soliciting pledges from their class- 
mates through personal visits or phone 
calls. 
"EVERY SENIOR in the class has 
received a brochure on the senior 
pledge campaign," Weiss said. "Mem- 
bers of the class who aren't contacted 
personally will be called on the phone. 
Those we cant reach by phone will be 
contacted by mall." 
The volunteers for the 1985 campaign 
have adopted the theme "Challenge 
Beyond Tradition" because they hope 
to raise $50,000 - the largest campaign 
goal in the 18-year history of Senior 
Challenge. 
If the goal is met, the senior class will 
donate 75 percent of the collected funds 
to build a gazebo on campus as its gift 
to the University. The remaining 25 
percent of each donation will go to the 
university program of the donor's 
choice, Weiss said. 
Weiss said many seniors are reluc- 
tant to participate in the campaign, 
because they falsely believe they will 
be required to donate money immedi- 
ately. Individuals who pledge are not 
asked to send in their first donations 
until one year after graduation and the 
amount pledged is divided over a three- 
year period, he said. 
"We're looking for a three-year 
pledge for senior challenge," Weiss 
said. "We're not asking for money now'.' 
THE IMS Senior Challenge has been 
coordinated by students on an 18-mem- 
ber executive committee who have 
been working on the project since No- 
vember. The members were selected 
from a list of students nominated by 
professors and deans. Joe Gottron, 
senior marketing  selling and sales 
management major and member of the 
committee, said. 
The 18 members are divided into six 
three-person subcommittees: market- 
ing, solicitation, phone-a-thon, public- 
ity, promotion and kick-off party. 
Each subcommittee is comprised of 
a chair and two vice-chair members. 
The two vice-chairs are each required 
to recruit six team captains to partici- 
pate in the campaign. The 12 team 
captains must then recruit five class- 
mates to become team members, 
bringing the number of volunteers in 
each subcommittee to 60. Every volun- 
teer participating in the program will 
solicit pledges from at least five grad- 
uating seniors next week. 
Dateline 
Thursday, March 28 
International Coffee 
Hoars - Free and open to all. 
Sponsored by the World Stu- 
dent Association, from 1:30 
p.m. to 4 p.m., 17 Williams 
Campos Film - "The Idiot," 
a Japanese film based on 
Dostoyevsky's Prince Mysh- 
kin, will be shown at 7:30 
pjn. in 115 Education. Free 
with University I.D. Spon- 
sored by the Asian Studies 
Program and the Interna- 
tional Relations Organiza- 
tion. 
Ford Theater Film Series - 
"Tootsie" will be shown at 
10 p.m. in Gish Film The- 
ater, Hanna. Sponsored by 
the Ford Motor Company, 
the film is free with BGSU 
I.D. 
Leahart Classic Film Series 
- "39 Steps" will be shown at 
8 p.m. Free with University 
1.6. Gish Film Theater, 
Hanna. 
ffridaja 
HOUSING 
GUIDE 
Agencies aid applicants 
Getting help to land the perfect scholarship 
PaM Skinner 
reporter 
Scholarships are one way 
students can go through the 
expense of a college education 
without going broke. Students 
may wonder bow many schol- 
arships are available and 
where they can find applica- 
tions. 
According to the National 
Student Service Association, 
millions of dollars in schol- 
arships are overlooked every 
year. These scholarship 
search companies offer to run 
computer checks for students 
and provide names of possible 
money sources. 
The companies will match 
students with scholarships for 
which they can apply. The 
amounts charged for this serv- 
ice can vary from 85 to 875, 
depending on the company. 
Jerrie Hutton, account clerk 
in the University's financial 
aid office, said they can nei- 
ther recommend nor disclaim 
these services. 
"It's strictly up to all the 
students," Hutton said. How- 
ever, she has never heard of 
any student who found their 
financial aid through one of 
these scholarship search serv- 
ices. 
THE UNIVERSITY'S finan- 
cial aid office offers similar 
services free of charge. Stu- 
dents can visit the office to find 
scholarship information 
through books and newspapers 
on file there. 
According to Limaa Forte, 
assistant director of financial 
aid, deadlines on most schol- 
arships   are   rapidly   ap- 
Organizations and Univer- 
sity departments announce 
scholarship winners at their 
spring banquets, Forte said. 
Therefore, due dates for appli- 
cations are peaking now. 
While most scholarships are 
handled through the financial 
aid office, Forte said some are 
handled by the individual de- 
partments, which nominate 
students for specific schol- 
arships. 
Students should check with 
their individual colleges to find 
scholarships for which they 
are eligible. 
Get all the information you need 
'to make your housing decisions for 
the upcoming year. ADVANCED TICKET SALES 
ONLY 
* Apartments/ 
houses 
available 
ADVERTISING 
DEADLINE: 
Wed., April 3, 
4 p.m. 
GOLDEN 
KEY 
Friday, 
April 15* 
Edition 
of 
\friday\ 
Magazine 
DON'T 
MISS 
IT! 
' Furnishing, and 
Decorating Tips 
' Selecting 
Roommates 
' Landlords and 
Leases 
.voos 
41    ■ ■ : 
Wvv 
GENERIC 
PARTY 
Tickets on tola in B.A. Building or available 
from any Golden Key or Phi Beta Lambda 
member. 
DRESS GENERIC 
j.oo co 
AND   PIZZA 
YOU   ( 
CONSl,' 
IfTtTTi  »' presents: 
DONNIE IRIS 
AND THE CRUISERS 
FRIDAY, APRIL 12 
8:00 p.m. 
LENHART GRAND BALLROOM 
$7.50 
STUDENTS - $5.00 
Tickets go on sale Wednesday, March 27 in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom from 8:00 
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. On Thursday, March 28 tickets will be sold at the Union ticket 
booth, and will continue being sold there every weekday from 9:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Only two tickets may be purchased for each student with a valid BGSU ID. Student 
tickets can only be purchased in the Union. 
BRING YOUR LITTLE SIB1 
SPECIAL GUEST TO BE ANNOUNCED. 
GREENBRIAR INC. 
224 E. Wooster 
352-0717 
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER 
* Eighth Street Apartments 
803-815 Eighth St. 
* Ridge Manor Apartments 
519 Ridge 
4c Field Manor Apartments 
542.560 Frazee & 519 Leroy 
* Frazee Ave. Apartments 
818 Thurstin, 624,670,656 Frazee Ave. 
* 516 E. Merry Apartments 
Summer Rental Rates: 
Efficiency : $250/sutnmer 
1 bedroom : $375/summer 
(1 or 2 person) 
2 bedroom : $424/summer 
(1-4 person) 
The listed rates for the apt. are for the entire summer 
from June 1. 1985 to August 14. 1985 and they are one 
payment for the entire summer + applicable utilities 
* Air-conditioned units available 
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Shoplifting a crime 
by Carole Hornberger 
staff reporter 
Traceyjust wanted a piece of candy. She did not feel like Breaking her $20 bill so she grabbed the 
candy and kit the store. When she walked out the 
door, Tracey felt an arm on her shoulder and later 
found herself being charged for grand theft, 
because this was not the first time she Just wanted 
a piece of candy. 
"Second offenders of shoplifting can be charged 
with a grand theft felony even if it (the second 
offense) is a 20 cent piece of candy," Galen Ash, 
Bowling Green chief of police, laid. 
If it is the first offense, Ash said the person Is 
charged with petty theft for anything under $300 
and grand theft for anything over the amount. 
Also, under the Ohio law, the first offense 
misdemeanor carries a maximum penalty of six 
months In jail and a fine of up to $1,000. 
For a grand theft charge or a second offense, a 
person can be fined up to $2,500 and sentenced to 
prison for two to five years. 
Along with the price that the shoplifters have to 
pay, consumers must also pay through the in- 
creased prices of items, according to Jon Hurst, of 
the Ohio Council of Merchants Association. 
"Over $18 UUion a year across the country is 
lost to shoplifting," he said. 
HURST SAID, however, that security measures 
taken by stores are helping cut the amount of 
dollars lost. 
"Electronic surveillance systems are becoming 
so sophisticated that more people are getting 
caught," be said. 
Ash said that many of the larger stores In 
Bowling Green have security guards hired to 
watch for shoplifters. 
In the past, these guards waited until the sus- 
pect left the store before going after him. Ash said 
this caused problems because suspects got away, 
concealed the item or got rid of it. 
Ash said that in most cases, if a security guard 
sees someone slip an item in their purse or pocket, 
the guard will approach the person in the store. 
Once the guard has the suspect, Ash said the 
stores are willing to follow through and press 
charges. 
The University Bookstore relies on "obser- 
vation" by its sales clerks and other staff mem- 
bers to stop shoplifting, according to Manager 
John Buckenmyer. 
Buckenmyer said it is hard to tell bow much the 
bookstore loses due to shoplifting because taking 
inventory is the best measure of losses and there 
are many other factors which might account for 
loss. 
Floyd Craft, owner and manager of Ben Frank- 
lin, 154 S. Main St., and member of the Downtown 
Merchants Association, said there are no shoplift- 
ing statistics available for the dry, but "it (shop- 
lifting) is a problem." 
There are towns where the problem is greater 
and some that are worse, be said. "Bowling Green 
Is better than some, but it is there, and we all pay 
for it." W 
Be an exchange student 
SUNDAY 
MARCH 31 
1:30& 6:30 
ANDERSON 
ARENA 
Tickets $5,4,3 
Available at 
Memorial Hall 
& Falcon House 
MAKE YOUR BREAK 
TO DEMTLEY'S! 
You deserve a break and 
Bentley's in the Holiday 
Inn, has just the right 
deals for you. Monday through 
Saturday enjoy special drinks at special 
pricesl And, don't for3et the Bentley's 
Happy Hour, every night from 4-9 pm 
featuring our famous Sip 'n Dip! Make 
your break a "Bentley's break!" 
•cntley $ in the Holiday Inn-iowling Green 
1550 E. Wooste-r St. • Dowllng Green. OH 43402 • 352-5211 
touxxcuu 
SwrV 
Di rector-At-Large 
Applications Available 
for 1985-86 academic year 
Applications are available in the UAO office and are due 
April 2, 5:00 p.m. 
Get a jump on the job market 
by gaining valuable sales 
experience! 
THEBCLNEWS 
...is now accepting applications for advertising sales 
representatives for the 1985-86 academic year. 
All sales related majors are encouraged to apply. 
Application Deadline: Fri., March 29,5 p.m. 106 University Hall 
E inic offers help, support 
Services available for educational problems 
by Julie Faubic 
reporter 
Since last summer, help has 
been available on campus for 
people with educational prob- 
lems through the Clinic for 
EducaUonalDiagnosia and Re- 
mediation (CEDAR). 
The clinic offers diagnostic 
and tutoring services for peo- 
ple of all ages who have some 
type of educational handicap, 
according to Richard Wilson, 
clinic director. 
The diagnostic services is 
conducted by masters students 
in special education and school 
psychology. It includes six to 
eight hours of testing to deter- 
mine mines such as intelli- 
gence, abilities and academic 
achievement and to locate spe- 
cific areas of difficulty, partic- 
ularly in math and reading, 
Wilson said. 
THE CLINIC also sends peo- 
ple to observe students in the 
classroom, making use of stu- 
dent records."It's a rather 
comprehensive evaluation," 
he said. 
After the diagnosis is com- 
pleted, the evaluators produce 
a case study in which they 
evaluate strengths and weak- 
nesses. They then make refer- 
rals and recommendations 
that could include home tutor- 
ing or instructional sugges- 
tions for teachers, Wilson said, 
noting that the clinic only dealt 
with   educationally   related 
problems - not medical or neu- 
rological. 
For the tutoring services, 
informal tests are given "to 
specifically pinpoint the stu- 
dent's optimal Instructional 
level" Wilson said. The tutor- 
ing is then done on a one-to-one 
basis with undergraduates in 
the special education pro- 
gram. 
wllaon said that people from 
age six to 40 use the service, 
including four or five students 
from the University. 
The fee for the services is 
based on income, with $2 as the 
marimirm charge for tutoring. 
The maximum charge for 
evaluation is $50. The mini- 
mum for both is free, depend- 
ing on the person's income. 
1  FREE SET OF GREEK LETTERS 
or BGSU (Block) TRANSFER 
3528333 jeans N Things GOOD WITH THIS COUPON HOURS: 10-8 
531 Ridge 
F&S10-5:30 
Sun 12-5 
University Courts 
Now Leasing 
•Close to campus, banks and fast food 
•Dependable maintenance 
•ALL heat, water, and trash pick up and paid for 
Tenant Pays Electric Only 
Summer Rates Available 
Rental Office located in Amherst Village 
Behind Wendy's 
OFFICE HOURS   MON-FRI 9-5        SAT 9-12 352-0164 
VOTE 
Wednesday, April 3 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS 
President, Vice President 
and 10 At-large representatives 
POLLS: Union, Library, Rec Center 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
Apartments Available for Summer & Fall 
521 E. Merry (near the Towers) 
2 BR - Furnished 
715 Third St. 
1 BR - Furnished (Summer only) 
719 Third St. 
1 BR • Furnished (Summer only) 
840 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge) 
2 BR - Furnished 
850 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge) 
2 BR - Furnished 
831 Seventh St. 
2 BR - Furnished 
Forest Apts. - S. College and Napoleon Rd. 
2 BR - Furnished or Unfurnished 
449 S. Enterprise 
1 BR - Stove and Refrig. furnished 
455 S. Enterprise 
 1 BR • Stove and Refrig. furnished  
John Newlove Real Estate 
For More Details, Call 
354-2260 or 352-3841 (12-4pm) 
or 352-6553 
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Judge's public housing ruling awaited 
TOLEDO (AP) - Housing authorities 
are waiting lor a federal judge's ruling 
on two proposals to desegregate Toledo 
public bousing, one of which calls for 
allowing vacancies to accumulate so 
that several families of one race can 
move in at once. The plan, its propo- 
nents say, would lessen the fears of 
whites who might resist mov*ig into 
all-minority housing complexes. 
Advocates for Basic Legal Equality, 
or ABLE, the advocacy group that won 
a federal court decision ordering de- 
segregation plans for the Lucas ((Sumy)  Metropolitan  Housing Au- 
teffii!.V!/rff0Md " "Malted clus- 
mfhiTCPJ* alfca'«n« open units in P^.kwauig protects uTwhich the 
minority tenant 
Percent. The 
wait until 
te t popuU [H housing i 
it TOuldofler 
ition is above 77 
authority would 
" vacant units In 
BTOupaofflveormore. 
•«i!5ltUl "^ you couW overcome the 
K£*J?£,a v™ m « Predominantly 
would realistically want to do that if 
tney were to be the only ones there." 
GALBREATH'S PLAN is one of two 
now awaiting a ruling by Judge Don 
Young of US. District Court here. 
Young's order demanding a desegrega- 
tion pun was upheld Monday by the 
VS. 8th Circuit Court of Appeals in 
Cincinnati .which said past segregation 
practices have helped create a "se- 
rious racial imbalance'' among the 
housing authority's 3,000 living units. 
About 75-80 percent of those unit now 
are rented to minority members, al- 
though some of the housing complexes, 
especially older ones in inner-city To- 
ledo, have no white residents, the au- 
thority has said. 
The authority has presented its own 
plan, and contends that ABLE's cluster 
proposal Is unworkable because of pos- 
sible vandalism. 
"Vandalism of vacant units is a ma- jor problem for us. We have had to 
spend as much as $15,000 to 820,000 for 
repairs on one unit," said Charles 
Matuszynski, deputy director of the 
housing authority. 
He said the cluster approach also 
would mean no units in certain projects 
could be rented until non-minority ten- 
ants were found, and that could raise 
the possibility of reverse discrimina- 
tion. 
The authority proposes to lesegre- 
gate any complex If more than 07 
percent of its units are occupied by 
minorities. The plan would offer the 
first available apartment in such a unit 
to an applicant whose race was not 
dominant. 
Both plans agree tha rehabilitation of 
existing authority buildings is of the 
highest priority to improve racial bal- 
ance. 
There is no deadline by which Young 
must rule on the proposals. 
Tax refunds delayed by new computers 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Taxpayers may 
have to wait five or six days longer this 
year to receive refunds because com- 
puter problems have caused the Inter- 
nal Revenue Service to fall behind in 
processing tax returns, a spokesman 
MY3- .. . . 
"We are a little behind. I don't think 
we're that far behind," IRS spokesman 
Steve Pyrek said. 
The processing delays are the result 
of start-up problems with new comput- 
ers installed in IRS filing centers for 
ft1* Iff. !?a8S?J. Py™* »•"• Aa of March 15, the IRS nationally is running 
31 percent behind last year's proc- 
essuia- rate, he said in an interview 
Tuesday from Washington. 
IRS Commissioner Roscoe Egger 
estimates the delay might make tax- 
payers wait an extra five to six days to 
receive refunds. 
The Cincinnati Service Center, the 
IRS center which processes tax returns 
for Ohio and Michigan, isn't one of the 
facilities  affected   by  the  delays, 
spokesperson Joan France said. 
"AT OUR CENTER, the taxpayers 
are lagging behind in getting the re- 
turns in," she said. •'OUT center is 
doing well with processing and is keep- 
ing pretty well up to pace." 
The Cincinnati center, which is actu- 
ally located across the Ohio River in 
Covington, Ky., is one of the smallest of 
10 IRS regional processing centers 
around the nation. 
Next year, IRS administrators plan a 
realignment which also would give the 
Cincinnati center responsibility for 
processing tax returns from Kentucky 
and Indiana, France said. 
Pyrek said that as of March 15, the 
IRS nationally had processed 19,605,000 
individual tax returns this year - ex- 
cluding business returns from compa- 
nies. A year ago, the IRS had processed 
29,014,000 returns, be said. 
"We had installed new computers in 
all of the 10 service centers," Pyrek 
said. "We ran into some problems very 
early in the filing season - some 
software and some hardware prob- 
lems. We are getting caught up and 
fully expect there to be no delay/' 
Employees at the Cincinnati Service 
Center expect to process about 10 mil- 
lion individual tax returns - and an- 
other 3 million business returns - this 
season, France said. To date, the cen- 
ter has received 4.5 million of the 
individual returns, she said. 
f PUFF'S \ 
PI77A I 440 E. Court    * l£*£*t\ 352.1596| 
Medium 2 Item Pizza I » I \ FREE DELIVERY f 
Progress made on farm loan bill 
COLUMBUS (AP) - A conference committee trying to resolve 
differences between the House and Senate over a 8100 million 
fanners' loan bill moved toward a compromise yesterday that could 
yield an agreement 
"I am optimistic that we are making progress," said Rep. David 
Hartley, D-Springfteld, chairman of the joint legislative panel. 
At issue Is a bill making 8100 million in lower-interest loans 
available through local lending Institutions to credit-worthy fann- 
ers. 
Conferees tentatively have accepted a cap of 8100,000 on individual 
loans, and have abandoned House attempts to restrict the loans to 
farms with fewer than 10 employees. 
A hint of progress came when Republicans softened their opposi- 
tion to a compromise proposal creating a farm financial manage- 
ment institute within the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service. It 
would have a credit mediation division which could intervene in 
disputes between farmers and lenders, but it would have no 
subpoena power, and neither borrowers nor lenders would be 
required to participate. 
The mediator was proposed as an alternative to a plan adopted by 
the Democrat-controlled House, which called for creation of a more 
powerful arbiter's office in the Department of Agriculture. 
COOLERATORS 
r Mirtil 28. 29. 30 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
210 N. MAIN J0C0VER. 
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA 
Alpha Gamma 
Delta 
f-^roudiu  ^fnnouncei   ZJneir 
J^prinq f-^ledqei 
Shelley Detmar Donna Huesman 
Karen Catamzarite Andrea Johnson 
Wendy Dowzall Lisa May 
Karen Fredecker Marcia Sharba 
Aileen Frost Missy Urbano 
fr JV VJV v JV v JV v JV v jy vjy v jy VJV vjy yjy 
University Village 
_ 
NOW LEASING 
•Close to campus, banks and fast food 
•Dependable maintenance 
•ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid 
Tenant pays electric only 
•Summer rates available 
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE 
BEHIND WENDY'S 
OFFICE HOURS 
Mon-Fri 9-5 
Sat 9-12 
PHONE 
352-0164 
ROCKLEDGE MANOR 
LARGE APARTMENTS 
• Furnished • Two bathrooms • Garbage disposal 
• Dishwasher • Laundry facilities available 
-Plenty of extra storage space- 
Located on corner of S. College and 6th 
Call 352-3841, 12-4 p.m. or 354-2260 
John Newlove, Real Estate 
GARDE 
TERRACE 
Get your first taste 
of Spring at 
The Garden Terrace 
Salad Bar 
We also serve luncheon 
meats and cheeses, bagels and a 
variety of ice cream concoctions 
Located in McDonald Complex, it is open from 11:00 
a.m.-5:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. -11:00 p.m. Sunday 
through Thursday. Salad Bar hours are 11:00 a.m.- 
5:30 p.m. 
Alplfa Pi ©mega 
announces its 
Spring Pledge Class 
of '85 
Missy Brown 
Marne Kaufman 
Don Gilroy   • 
Mary Jerge 
Leslie Jones 
Lisa Langholt 
Laura Neumann 
Ann Price 
Susan Sadoff 
Michelle Selan 
Kim Strong 
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Tests help prove psychic 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Tina 
Retch, wfaoie year in the glare 
of publicity has been marked by 
taunts from schoolmates and 
made her the subject of endless 
tests, hopes that the latest round 
of research gives her some cred- 
ibility. 
The research, conducted by 
the Psychical Research Founda- 
tion in Chapel HU1.N.C, is to be 
presented during a national con- 
ference on parapsychical re- 
search May 3-4 at West Georgia 
College in Carrollton, Ga., near 
Atlanta, said William Roll, di- 
rector of the foundation. 
Thus far, the research indi- 
cates that Tina, 15, may be able 
to gain control over the "abil- 
ity,y that Roll says is responsible 
for reports of unexplained flash- 
ing lights, shattering glass and 
flying furniture at the Resch 
borne barely a year ago. Roll 
insists mat the events at Tina's 
borne fit the definition of recur- 
rent spontaneous psychokinesis 
- an unconscious ability to move 
objects without touchingthem. 
Researchers from the Buffalo, 
N.Y.-based Committee for the 
Scientific Investigation of 
Claims of the Paranormal last 
year labeled Tina's claims as 
trickery. The Reaches refused to 
meet with the group. 
REPORTS    OF    BIZARRE 
events at the Resch home made 
headlines around the world for 
weeks last year and fueled pub- 
lic fascination with Tina. Tina's 
mother, Joan Resch, said there 
have been no unusual occur- 
rences at the home since last 
8P
^1 i general level of activity 
has subsided considerably. 
There have been few, if any, 
disruptive occurrences. And for 
the rest, we'd better wait for the 
report to come out," Roll said. 
The events reportedly began 
last March 3, and five days later 
Tina shed her anonymity during 
a news conference at her home. 
The publicity began when the 
family, having already sum- 
moned doctors and ministers to 
the home, called Columbus Dis- 
patch columnist Mike Harden to 
see if he knew any experts that 
might be able to stop the distur- 
bances. 
Harden then wrote about what 
he saw at the Resch home, and 
the story was accompanied by a ' 
photograph that showed a tele- 
phone apparently flying across 
"I THINK THE more and 
more tests we do - then people 
can read about them and see it 
(RSPK) is not as dangerous and 
weird as they think," said Tina, 
who has made several trips to 
Norm Carolina and stayed there 
through January and February 
to take part in the continuing 
experiments. Tina and her par- 
ents have not yet decided where 
she will resume her schooling in 
Columbus. 
Tina said Roll and his staff 
have taught her to understand 
that - if she has unusual powers 
- she can use them for such 
purposes as healing. Parapsy- 
chical researchers consider 
healing to be an effect of | 
kinesis, said Jeannie 
Stewart, who has been i 
with Roll as part of her < 
work in clinical psyc" 
Tina's efforts to i 
"powers," however,* 
unbelieving   ears   and 
forced her to repress her desires 
to talk about them, she said. 
"I don't tell people my own 
age about it too much anymore. 
People my own age are freaked 
out by it," she said during a 
recent interview at her home 
here. 
Tina said she was continually 
harassed last fall, when she be- 
gan her freshman year at North- 
land High School In Columbus. 
Radioactive clean-up begins 
COLUMBUS (AP) - The 
clean up of radioactive 
material from a jeweler's 
laboratory near Newark, 
Ohio, might not begin for sev- 
eral weeks and decontamina- 
tion may take up to a month, 
a Nuclear Regulatory Com- 
mission spokesman said yes- 
terday. 
It could take the NRC that 
long to come up with a plan to 
decontaminate the room in 
which the jeweler stored ra- 
dioactive americium, NRC 
spokesman Jan Strasma said 
yesterday. 
The powdered material 
does not pose an immediate 
health hazard, although it can 
cause cancer if inhaled in 
large   quantities,   Strasma 
John Haynes, 45, was ar- 
rested at his home by FBI 
agents Tuesday. He was 
charged with illegal posses- 
sion and use of radioactive 
material and with making 
false statements to the NRC. 
AUTHORITIES SAID ame- 
ricium also was stored at the 
Heath home of a Haynes asso- 
ciate, but said the house was 
not contaminated. The asso- 
ciate was not arrested or 
identified. 
Strasma said the contami- 
nation at the lab occurred 
because of the way the ameri- 
cium was handled. 
"Mr. Haynes' handling pro- 
cedures were such that there 
was some spread of contami- 
nation inside the laboratory. 
As a natural outgrowth of the 
work that was done, some of 
the equipment was contami- 
nated, Strasma said. "What 
remains at the lab is limited 
contamination of equipment 
that does not represent a sig- 
nificant hazard to anybody ui 
the area." 
No americium was found at 
Haynes' home. The labo- 
ratory Is located in a house 
about 10 miles south of New- 
ark, Strasma said. 
Officials said they do not 
know where Haynes obtained 
the material. He used the 
powder to remove flaws and 
change the color of diamonds, 
authorities said. 
THE LAB WILL be under 
24-hour guard by Licking 
County sheriff's deputies un- 
til the area is cleaned up, said 
Doug Ogden, an FBI supervi- 
sor. 
"Our first concern was seiz- 
ing the large quantity of 
material that was in Mr. 
Haynes' possession," 
Strasma said. 
Authorities confiscated 20 
to 25 curies of americium, a 
manmade radioactive sub- 
stance that is used to change 
the color of gems. The 
amount was described by an 
NRC official as equal to about 
eight or 10 sugar cubes. 
Strasma said the yard out- 
side the lab is also contami- 
nated, but posed no 
immediate danger. The con- 
taminated soil will be re- 
moved, he said. 
At the laboratory, Strasma 
said, cleanup workers wear- 
ing respirators and protective 
coveralls will package con- 
taminated materials for dis- 
posal, and wash and vacuum 
the rooms. 
The cleanup could cost 
about $130,000, Strasma said. 
He said the government 
might pay for the cleanup 
because Haynes has indf 
cated be cannot afford to do 
so. 
"OUR DESIRE IS to have 
the location cleaned up as 
expeditiously   as   possible. 
Haynes remained free yes- 
terday on his own recogni- 
zance. If convicted, he could 
face a 12-year prison term 
and a fine of up to $20,000. 
Buckeye Room Special 
Saturday & Sunday   ^fe^ 
1 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.       j) 
Bowl -/S 
AH You Can in 2Vi hours for $2.00 
per person 4 persons to a lane 
Free shoes 
Billiards 
2V2 hours at $1.50 per Table 
Old Milwaukee on tap 
(Enter the (jnion     North end of Building next to Prout) 
.THEJ3Q_NEWS_ 
and 
GRADUATE STUDENT 
SENATE 
announce the creation of a new postion 
to enhance the communication among 
the graduate student body and the 
University community. 
Applications for graduate student news reporter, 
may be picked up in the GSS office, 304 McFall 
Center. Deadline: April 12. 
Conrail offered 
Sale disputed 
FEMINISM AND SOCIALISM: 
A DISCUSSION OF SOME CONTEMPORARY 
-    .„   . ISSUES Panel Members; 
Linda Post 
• Tris Roberts 
Democratic Socialists of America, Cleveland Chapter 
• Margaret Weinberger 
Women For Women, BGSU 
•Donald McQuarie 
Dept. of Sociology, BGSU 
THURSDAY, MARCH 28 
7:30 p.m. 
207 Hanna Hall, BGSU 
All Are Welcome 
Sponsors: Democratic Socialists of America, Black 
Swamp Chapter;   Women's Studies  Pro- 
gram; Dept. of Sociology 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
sale of Conrail to the Norfolk 
Southern railroad would be a 
"raw deal" for taxpayers and 
the Northeast-Midwest region of 
the country, Sen. Howard Met- 
zenbaum charged yesterday. 
Speaking at a hearing of the 
Senate Judiciary Committee, 
the Ohio Democrat said the pro- 
posed sale has all the earmarks 
of being a "monumental givea- 
way." 
The Consolidated Rail Corp.. 
or Conrail, was created in 1976 
after the bankruptcy of the Penn 
Central and a number of smaller 
railroads. During its early 
years, the government poured 
$7.1 billion Into the railroad, 
including purchase of property 
from the bankrupt lines. 
Conrail employs 7,600 workers 
in Ohio and in 1983 reported 
revenues of more than $51 mil- 
lion from its operations in the 
northeastern part of the state. 
The Reagan administration 
has proposed selling Conrail to 
Norfolk Southern Corp. for $1.2 
billion, a move that will require 
congressional approval. 
The Transportation Depart- 
ment argues that shippers will 
be protected by a requirement 
that some track must be di- 
vested to small, competing rail- 
roads in regions where both 
lines now operate. 
J. PAUL McGRATH, assis- 
tant attorney general for the 
Justice Department's antitrust 
division, told the committee that 
the department has concluded 
the sale would pose no signifi- 
cant competitive problems if 
Norfolk Southern makes the ap- 
propriate divestitures. 
McGrath also said the depart- 
ment has concluded that the sale 
would not have an adverse im- 
pact on rail shipments of coal. 
However, Metzenbaum asked 
whether Conrail should be sold 
at all. 
The senator said 4,000 to 8,000 
jobs are estimated to be lost in 
the sale and that it would sub- 
stantially reduce rail competi- 
tion in the Midwest and 
Northeast. 
He noted that Conrail has been 
profitable since 1981, earning 
$500 million last year. He said 
the railroad has more than $800 
million in cash and over $250 
million in excess pension funds. 
"To sell it for $1.2 billion ... I 
believe historians will look back 
and call this the great railroad 
steal   of   1985,"   Metzenbaum 
said. "To sell this property, with 
all of its assets, with all of its tax 
advantages, with all of its gov- 
ernment guarantees and to get 
$1.2 billion is a total absurdity in 
this senator's mind." 
Watch for 
The Best of BG 
In this week's FRIDAY magazine. 
VARSITY SQUARE APTS. 
==   1-2-3 Bedrooms     =—= 
Beat the high cost of utilities. Let us 
pay your heat, gas cooking, water and 
trash pick up. 
* Private entrance 
* Single story 
* Laundry facilities 
* Quiet living 
* Children & pets welcome 
Cash & Carry 
Long Stem 
Roses 
DAISIES 
Fancy 
Carnations 
$10.00 
$2.50 
$5.00 
DOZ. 
DOZ. 
DOZ. 
ART 
SUPPLIES 
Majestic 
Paints 
229 S. Main 
OFFICE LOCATED 
1097 Varsity East 
353-7715 
* ASK ABOUT OUR MOVE IN SPECIAL 
HOURS: 
Monday-Friday 9-1,2-5 
Saturday 10-12 ^
s
'
FL0
 V 
4^7       434E.WOOSTER     N£ 
^ IN THE DAIRY QUEEN BLDG. \fj 
We give you 
more... 
16 oz. 
BOTTLES 
of 
»o«i 
IS o H 
1/3 more pop for 
the same price 
-50«- 
FREE DELIVERY 
^EEZCr 357-51 - 66 
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'OUie' lets his defense speak for itself 
BG's co-captain takes pride behind the plate 
by Steve Quinn 
assistant sports editor  
When it comes to defense, there might not be 
anyone better on Bowling Green's baseball team 
than Dave Oliverio. 
For the past two years the senior catcher was 
named the Falcons' outstanding defensive player. 
In those two years, Oliverio, known to his 
teammates as "OUie," had a .979 and .970 fieldine 
percentage, respectively. Last year he also tossed 
out overfiO percent of opposing base stealers. 
This year the 6-1,184 pounder has .903 fielding 
percentage after playing nine games. 
"I've always prided myself on defense," Oli- 
verio said. r'l go into a game mentally and 
physically to play defense first. That's why I don't 
mind batting low in the lineup." 
Falcon pitchers such as Junior Carl Moraw and 
senior Boo Ellenbest appreciate the fortunes of 
having the likes of Oliverio behind the plate. 
"IT REALLY helps a lot." Moraw said. "It 
increases your confidence. I have a slider that 
moves down and away. It might be hard for some 
catchers to handle, but Olfie does a good job 
catching it." 
"He's a good defensive catcher," Ellenbest 
said. "He plays a big part of the game at catcher. 
He knows how to take control of the game. Ollie's 
actually a coach on the field. 
' "He knows when I'm on and when I'm not," he 
said. "Just by warming me up in the bullpen he 
can tell what's going to work for me ana what 
won't. He can eventell by the look on my face 
when I'm going to throw a curve." 
Oliverio has even caught for a professional ball 
player - his brother Steve, who hurls for Cincin- 
nati's A farm team in Cedar Rapids, while attend- 
ing Oak Hills High School. 
And by no means does he hold any jealous 
thoughts toward Steve, who played one year at 
Cumoerland Junior College in Tennessee and two 
years at South Alabama before joining the pro 
ranks. 
"Baseball is (Steve's) life," Oliverio said. "I 
love baseball and I'll do my best everytime I go 
out, but it's not my life." 
Oliverio's teammates know what the Cincinnati 
native means to the team as they elected him co- 
captain for the second consecutive year along with 
second baseman Jamie Reiser. 
"ITS QUITE an honor, there's no doubt about 
it," Oliverio said. "But that doesn't mean all the 
leadership comes from me and Jamie. Larry 
Arndt is starting to come through with leadership 
and Carl Moraw is doing a good Job with the 
pitching staff." 
While his leadership and defensive abilities 
shine, Oliverio's hitting does not. He owns a 
career average of .200 and is coming off a .218 
season last year. 
This year, however, might be a different story 
as he has seven hits in 21 trips to the plate for a 
.333 mark. 
"He knows how to take control 
of the game. Ollie's actually a 
coach on the field." - Bob 
Ellenbest 
Oliverio attributes this to increased strength 
from a structured weight conditioning program in 
the off season. 
"Last year you did it (lift) all on our own," 
Oliverio said. "This year you have to work to- 
gether at a specific time. It gets you to work 
harder when vou watch other people work hard." 
Of course playing time might have something do 
with his improve hitting. Last year he played in 50 
of the 58 games, causing some possible fatigue. 
This year he splits the duties more with freshman 
Mike Hayes. 
"I ALMOST welcome it (split duty)," Oliverio 
said. "Last year I caught all four games in a 
weekend. I used to put in as much energy as I 
could and by the end of the weekend I was ready to 
collapse." 
When be does play, he will be on the receiving 
end of what he and head coach Ed Platzer con- 
sider the key to the Falcons having a successful 
season - consistent pitching. 
BG News/Phil Masiurzo 
Bowling Greens Dave Oliverio feels right at home behind the plate. The senior catcher and his teammates 
play their first home game tomorrow against Defiance. 
"We've got to have some good pitching; last 
year we set a school record in strikeouts, but we 
also set a school record in walks. If we decrease 
the walks and the strikeouts we'll still be alright. 
We're still making the other team hit the ball. 
"This past weekend Carl Moraw had an out- 
standing game against Western Kentucky. Jeff 
Hook also had a fine outing this past weekend." 
If everything goes according to Oliverio's plan, 
the Falcons could be in the thick of things this 
year. 
He sees Central Michigan and Eastern Michi- 
gan as the favorites in this year's race for the Mid- 
American Conference title, the winner eventually 
advancing to NCAA competition. 
He also likes Miami and Ohio University's 
chances, but won't sell the Falcons short this year. 
BG begins its MAC season with a pair of twin 
bills at Kalamazoo, Mich., against Western Michi- 
gan April 5 and 6. However, before the MAC 
season, the Falcons host Defiance tomorrow and 
travel to Ann Arbor to face the University of 
Michigan April 2. 
"I really think we're going to surprise some 
people this year," Oliverio said. "By mid-season 
we should be up there too. At least I hope so." 
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Free Delivery 
One large 1-item pizza 
*5.25 352-3551 
'1 
I 
I 
I 
THESES.    WE DELIVER. 
Let kinko's 
Reproduce 
Your Brain-Child 
Icinlco's .«*> 
325 E. Wooster 
(Across from Taco Ball) 354-3977 
Excitement finally 
back in Van Buren 
| Haircut 
I Hours 
■ Mon,-9:30-5:00 
■T, W, TH,-9:30-6:30 
I Fri, -9:30-7:00 
■ Sat. -9:30-4:00 
Good thru April 2 
bring coupon Reg. $10 
$5i& 
not 
Include 
shampoo 
at        i   ' 
I I 
I 
THE HAIR REPAIR 
"When quality comet tint" 
located In the Stadium View Shopping Center 
Lola Leah Suzle 352-2566 1 
NEWL0VE MANAGEMENT 
FEATURE OF THE WEEK: 
8418th Street 
2 Bedrooms 
VA Baths 
Completely Furnished 
FREE Water & Sewer 
VERY REASONABLE RATES 
328 S. Main -SH tat* AwUbk" 352-5620 
sesTHOUse CAMPOS. 
u 
i 
THIS COUPON GOOD FOR     ^ 
REGULAR BEEF 
TACO 
ONLY49C 
LIMIT: 6 OFFERS PER COUPON. 
I (Mil .(IrUSrUdllflK nt*» m»-i lMB(Ui«*»'HtM«l*II'»i   NUT (HIOO WITH 
*NY OTHM •**»■*   <'A*HHtr*MPTH»l VAU'I f 
i/jBTHCTKi uLKtunir »T rmnmmnK. 
T«<> ■ U ' HIMXL'ftANn 
TWO BELL 
T; THIS COUPON GOOD FOR 
5QC OFF 
The Regular Price 
of any 
"THE WORKS" 
COMBINATION 
PLATTER 
n.AS* IHIMHT THIS cm PI* *Mi>.i«n»tiiM, 
UHIT <*l «l«'Hf« PtK Pm**.P»P   MUI   St II 
OOCMt »IIH ANY *rTHHt<**m   < *Stl UN * Mr I . " 
»IUIH'SIIHIINH«*><W» *r mwiiimin* 
I«fO KU • »« TAI • * SI * 
TRGOBEUb 
\^^Panai^fiu~y 
0FFERBCPIRESAPRIL2I.I985  ^ OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 21.1985  
rfti^aicS 
VAN BUREN, Ohio (AP) -Al- 
most any town would get a boost 
in spirits from sending a high 
school team to the state 
championships, but in this 
northwest Ohio village - popula- 
tion 380 - folks say their unde- 
feated basketball team is the 
most exciting thing to happen 
since someone struck a gas well 
here 100 years ago. 
"I've been waiting for this for 
45 years," said Sarah Kuhlman, 
one of dozens of Van Buren 
residents who lined up six hours 
before tickets went on sale for 
weekend seats to the state 
championship basketball tour- 
nament this weekend in Colum- 
bus, where the Van Burean 
Black Knights will by vying for 
the Class A crown. 
Mrs. Kuhlman and her friend. 
Barb Wagner, said they planned 
to put paper streamers of 
orange and black, the school 
colors, on telephone poles all the 
way between the state capital 
and this rural Hancock County 
k'Wild life' 
THURSDAY - ATTITUDE 
ADJUSTMENT NIGHT 
19 & over crowd, 50* 
on mixed drinks 'till 9:00 
FRIDAY • ROCK NIGHT 
18 & over crowd, 50* 
on mixed drinks 'till 8:30 
SATURDAY - WMHE 
MOST 
PHYSICAL FEMALE 
Prizes for the best physique. 
18 & over crowd, 50* on 
mixed drinks 'till 8:30 
Dance music starts when the doors open! 
Located just north of 
B.G. on Route 85. 
/ X 
community, where Black Knight 
fever has taken over. 
"We wouldn't even know each 
other if it wasn't for basket- 
ball," said Mrs. Kulhman. 
RESIDENTS OF THE rural 
school district, which enrolls 
about 900 students from Van 
Buren and surrounding areas, 
were expected to buy out the 2,- 
1000 tournament tickets allo- 
cated to the team. 
Town historians say the local 
consensus is that the 
championship bid is the biggest 
thing to happen here since a gas 
well was struck on the Fnck 
Hoadley farm back in 1886. 
"It puts you on the map," said 
Janet Lecfcer, Van Buren post- 
mistress, who was trying to re- 
gain the voice she'd lost 
shouting during the regional 
tournament at trie University of 
Toledo, where Van Buren won 
the right to compete against 
Graysville Skyvue. 
TheBGSU     H 
Board of 
CfcBG    Student 
Publications 
is now accepting 
applications for: 
Summer Editor, 
BG News 
Editor, Miscellany 
1985-86 academic year 
Editor, Gavel 
1985-86 academic year 
Editor, Obsidian 
1985-86 academic year 
Editor, The KEY 
1985-86 academic year 
Applications available: 106 
University Hall 
DEADLINE: Wednesday, S p.m. April 17 _j£. 
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Falcon ruggers'experience to guide spring team 
Start off at 5-0-1 and ranked fourth nationally 
by Roger Mazzaretla 
spoils reporter 
Bowling Green's rugby team 
puts a WM mark and its number 
tour national tanking on the line 
this weekend with matches 
against Michigan and Ohio 
Northern University. 
Hie Falcon' rookie team will 
take on ONU in a home match at 
1 pjn. Saturday at College Park 
Field, while the first and second 
i will travel to Ann Arbor, 
h., to face the Wolverines. 
Since being smothered by UM 
in the 1982 Midwest 
championship game, 40-12, BG 
has won its last four matches 
against the Wolverines. 
rae Falcons most recent vic- 
tory over Michigan was a 94 
decision last fall. BG broke a M 
deadlock on a controversial call 
in the waning moments of the 
match. 
"I don't know if it's because 
we are only 75 miles apart or 
what, but every time we play 
them, it's a hard, hard match, 
BG captain Dave Meyer said. 
Over spring break, the Fal- 
cons proved they are a bona fide 
national title contender by 
knocking off the country's num- 
ber one ranked team, the Cita- 
del, by scores of 11-0 and 8-7. 
BG also beat and tied 10th 
ranked Tennessee with scores of 
194 and CM). 
BG   WILL  field   a  veteran 
3uad that tallied an impressive 
2 record in the fall season. 
Not only will the Falcons re- 
turn its entire fall roster, it also 
picked up two former starters 
who played elsewhere in 1984. 
Eighth man Pat Wood has 
returned after playing last se- 
mester with the University of 
California at Davis and wing 
Steve Carte is back from a se- 
mester of rugby in Tours, 
France. 
With all of the talent under his 
tutelage, BG coach Bill Cotton is 
beaming with optimisim. 
Tulane cagers 
admit to point 
shaving charge 
NEW ORLEANS (AP) -Da- 
vid Dominique and Bobby 
Thompson, Tulane basketball 
players accused of shaving 
points in a gambling case, 
surrendered yesterday for 
fingerprinting and booking. 
John Williams, Tulane's 
star center, was arrested 
Tuesday night, as was Gary 
Kranz of New York, a Tulane 
student accused of the gam- 
bling law violations and co- 
caine dealing. 
Cocaine was the apparent 
motivating factor, not money, 
said District Attorney Harry 
Connick, who added that it is 
possible other players are 
involved. 
He win take the case before 
a grand jury today. All four 
were released without bail. 
UJS. Attorney John Vote 
said his office has been in- 
volved in the case for several 
weeks. He said he has asked 
the FBI to investigate possi- 
ble federal violations. 
He gave no details about 
possible links to federal gam- 
bling raids in Memphis, 
Tenn., during the weekend. 
Dominique shook his head 
"no" when asked if he'd done 
anything wrong, but would 
not comment beyond that. 
Thompson paid no attention 
to the questions. 
THEY WERE instructed 
not to talk by their attorney. 
Russell Schonekas, who and 
also declined comment. 
Williams, after his arrest 
on   Tuesday,   denied   any 
wrongdoing. 
Williams, Dominique and 
Thompson were booked on 
charges of violating Louisia- 
na's sports gambling laws. 
Kranz, of New York. 21, was 
booked on the gambling viola- 
tions plus possession and dis- 
tribution of cocaine, Connick 
said Tuesday. 
"I'm very confused. I want 
to see what evidence they 
have," Tulane Coach Ned 
Fowler, said Tuesday night. 
Kranz answered his tele- 
phone on yesterday, but hung 
up after a terse statement. 
"I'm sorry, right now it's a 
big farce, and I nave no com- 
ment - nothing," he said. 
Williams, 23; Thompson, 
21, and Dominique, 19. were 
accused of controlling the out- 
come of home games against 
Southern Mississippi and 
Memphis State in February. 
Point shaving means a player 
agrees to keep his team's 
score lower than gamblers 
predict - either winning by a 
lower margin or losing by a 
greater margin than the es- 
tablished "line" on the game. 
Tulane was a 10^-pouit fa- 
vorite over Southern Missis- 
sippi and won 64-63 on Feb. 2. 
Memphis State was favored 
by four points and won by 11, 
60-49 on Feb. 20. 
Williams, who averaged 18 
points this season, scored 14 
against Memphis State and 15 
against Southern Mississippi. 
FREE DRYING 
ALL THE TIME AT 
WOOSTER COIN LAUNDRY 
BEHIND OPEN PANTRY 
Asian Studies Program & 
International Relations Organization 
present 
the acclaimed Japanese film: 
THE IDIOT 
(Based on Dostoyevsky's orginal) 
by 
Kurosawa Akira 
March 28, Thursday 
7:30 p.m. 
115 Education Bldg. 
FREE ADMISSION 
.* 
"We've definitely got the 
horses," he said. "It's all a 
matter of how bad they would 
like   to   win   a   national 
In the backfield is last fall's 
leading scorer, Mark Laimbeer, 
will be battling long time lncom- 
bant Bill Miller for the scrum 
half position. There should also 
be a lengthy battle among the 
Falcon forwards to determine 
the starting flankers. 
TOM    SCHLOEMER,    Jon 
"Whaler" Sweede, Don Lonsert, 
Dave Schugs, Kevin Koch and 
Pat Stringer are all in the run- 
ning for the two spots called the 
middle linebacker of rugby. 
The Falcons picked up two 
forfeit victories this past week- 
end against Dayton due to a 
scheduling mix-up by the Fly- 
ers. 
"The wins look nice on the 
record, but we needed those 
games to achieve some measure 
of fitness," Meyer said. 
Photo/Roger Mazzarafla 
Bowling Green and Miami get set to pack down in a match last fall. BG defeated the number two nationally 
ranked Redskins, 14-13. 
Past no reflection on Redmen-Hoya clash 
ite 
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -For- 
;et about four meetings between 
John's and Georgetown this 
season. To Lou Carnesecca and 
John Thompson, the other three 
basketball games didn't count. 
The two Big East powers face 
off Saturday ui one of the NCAA 
semifinals, with defending na- 
tional champion Georgetown 
holding a 2-1 edge on the season. 
The other semifinal features Vil- 
lanova, also of the Big East, and 
fifth-ranked Memphis State. 
"I think people get too caught 
up in numbers," Georgetown's 
Thompson said Wednesday dur- 
ing a pre-Final Four telephone 
news conference. "As far as I'm 
concerned, we will play one time 
- that's here. What we've done in 
the past doesn't matter. 
"f m sure they're familiar to 
us and we're familiar to them. 
Numbers aren't something we 
think about, other than the num- 
ber one." 
Carnesecca agreed, noting, "I 
don't usually agree with John, 
but I have to echo that 
statement." 
ST. JOHN'S, FEATURING 
Olympic star and All-America 
swingman Chris Mullin, 
grabbed the No. 1 ranking away 
from the Hoyas in January by 
upsetting Georgetown 66-65. But 
Georgetown, now 34-2, came 
back with an 85-69 victory and 
then pasted the Redmen 92-80 in 
the final of the Big East confer- 
ence tournament. 
What can the 31-3 Redmen do 
differently? 
"Try to stay alive," said Car- 
nesecca, making his first Final 
Four appearance with the third- 
ranked team. "There's very 
little you can do against George- 
town that's different. They 
make you do things differently. 
It will depend very much how we 
e can't afford to play a P% 
good game. We have to have a 
very good game." 
It's also a way to stop Patrick 
Ewing, Georgetown's 7-foot All- 
America center, which is what 
St. John's center Bill Warning- 
ton must try to do. 
"He'll give it his best shot 
defensively. He's played against 
Ewing for four years," Carne- 
secca . said of Wennington. 
"(Ewing) is one of the greatest. 
The last time there was a guy 
like that, you're talking about 
(Wilt) Chamberlain, (Bill) Rus- 
sell or (Kareem) Abdul-Jabbar, 
in a different sense. 
r- 
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FREE DELIVERY L——— 
Urge Deluxe Pizza 
7.95 
352-3551 
CINEMA  142 
THURS. IS STUDENT NIGHT 
WITH BQSU ID ONLY 
$2.00 
i big city cop. A small country boy 
HARRISON FORD IN 
WlrNESS 
AT 7:30 « 9:30    ■ 
Sometimes the most unlikdy people 
become heroes 
ONE SHOW AT 7:30    po"13 
ClA-ZEL ADULTS 3.50 KIDS 2.00 
NQMNATEDFCM11 
ACADEMY AWARDS 
INCLUDWO lEST FILM, 
ACTRESS AND 
DIRECTOR 
NOW RENTING FOR 
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR 
* Two-bedroom apartments 
'Fully furnished 
'Natural gas heat, cable TV hook-up 
and water paid by owner 
'Laundry facilities, parking lot, bike shed 
available 
$560 per person per semester (4 people) 
Located at Clough & Mercer Sts. 1 block 
behind McDonalds Restaurant. 
Call Rich at 352-7182 
GREENBRIAR INC. 
224 E. Wooster 
352-0717 
Ridge Manor Apartments 
519 Ridge 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
2 Bedroom & 1 Bedroom 
Gas heat 
Furnished 
Garbage disposals 
Laundry Facilities 
$385-5460 per month 
Model Apt Is *12 
LOOK! 
Youl Find Everything 
Looks Better Through 
Correct Prescription lenses 
SINGLE 
VISION 
LENS & 
FRAME 
•34" 
BIFOCAL 
LENS& 
FRAME 
•54" 
Standard daar gtsa* 
plus -400 to -200 cyf 
EYES EXAMNED BY 
Dr. S. SNA. O.D. 
Burlington Optical ,„=. 
1*1* I. Wooator. 
SIM Sylmla **• 
IMS S. ■aywaWi I 
»wH«t •*••«, MS-IMS 
47S-II1S 
MS-SOSO 
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Age not a factor to Reds' 43 year-old Perez 
TAMPA, FU. (AP) - Tony 
Peres, who turns 43 on May 14. 
says be wishes people would 
stoo asUne him about his age. 
^1 tUnkl am hitting thetoall 
as hard as I was 10 years ago," 
Perez says. "I feel good. I feel 
great." 
Perez, who began his major- 
league career during the 1964 
season with the Cincinnati Reds, 
is with the Reds as a non-roster 
player this spring, but he is 
considered likely to land a roster 
spo^ use moatly as a pinch- 
Pete Rose, Cincinnati's 
playei-manager who plans to 
play himself often at first base 
tMa season, turns 44 on April 14. 
Rose and Perez were team- 
mates on Cincinnati's "Big Red 
Machine" teams of the mid- 
1970s, and neither of them wants 
to hear the questions about their 
age, Perez said. 
"It does bother me. It is the 
same way with Pete. Everyone 
is always talking about how old 
you are. They don't ask me how 
I feel," Perez said. 
He said he has lost mobility in 
the field, but not because of his 
age. 
"That's because I am not 
purying," Perez said. "I'm not 
picking the ball up off the bat, 
but that's because the only 
ground balls I'm seeing are off a 
coach's bat during infield" prac- 
tice. 
PEREZ, IF hired, would also 
be available to the Reds for use 
at first base. 
He went J-for-5 with a home 
run, his second of the spring, 
and two singles in Tuesday's 6-5 
loss to Houston. His batting av- 
erage climbed to .563, 9-for-16, 
and three of his nine hits have 
been for extra bases. 
"I am hitting the ball better 
than last year, much better," he 
said. "I can feel it. I don't know 
why." 
Jays down Reds 
DUNEDIN, Fla. (AP) - Lou 
Thornton homered off the first 
pitch from Ted Towers in the 
bottom of the ninth inning to 
give the Toronto Blue Jays a 3-2 
victory over the Cincinnati Reds 
yesterday in an exhibition base- 
ball game. 
The victory increased the 
Jays' spring record to 144. The 
Reds slipped to 10-7. 
Veteran reliever Gary Lav- 
elle, acquired from San Fran- 
cisco Giants in an off-season 
trade, picked up his third vic- 
tory of the spring as he retired 
the side in order in the ninth 
inning. 
Classifieds 
March 28, 1885 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
A reception In honor ol HMdrad assKar. who to 
raiting Irom tha Oltlca ol Student AclrvWaa A 
Orientation, wH ba hold tomorrow, Friday. 
March 29. Irom 1 00-5 OOpm In the Studant 
Court Room. 4th Boor. Studant 
Services Bmldcig  
Criminal Justice Organisation imiMng: 
Mondsy. April lit, 1985 We will meat HI 103 
BA Bldg at 8 OOpm. Anyone Interested In 
running for sn ofllce should have a short 
•peach prepared. Alpha Phi Sigma member 
Installations will late place at 7:30 pm. 
GENERIC HAS NEVES BEEN SO PLAIN. 
COME TO THE GOLDEN KEYIPBL OENERIC 
PIZZA AND BEER BASH. SAT, MARCH 30 AT 
THE ARMORY ON WOOSTER STREET. ALL 
THE PIZZA AND BEER VOU CAN CONSUME 
FOR $4. THE BLAST STARTS AT 1:00pm AND 
OOES TILL 1:00am. St THEWS.  
Honors Studant Association to holding Its 
annual coffeehouse at tha Honors Canter, In 
the basement ol Kreischer Quad There wH ba 
plenty ol talents and munchies It starts at 8 00 
tonight  
USA Cotleehouae- Thursday March 28. 
8 OOpm at the Honors Center  Fun. entertain. 
men! ft tree munchies1 As are invttedi  
RUN FOB SUNSHINE' 
10K and 2 mas run- Sat Apr! 13 T-shirts lor 
1st 100 to sign up Sponsored by* Chi Omega 
For more into cal Ccidy Watson at 372-3107 
Tha Lesbian And Gay Alliance 
w* meet tonight at 8 30 m tha Rsegious 
Education Room ol St Thomas More Pariah A 
panel ol gay prolasslonaai w* be speaking on 
Ma as a gay in 'the working worto "  
The Poetical Science Dept and Cotoge 
Fierjubkcana presents Baroness Cox. a 
Conservative ol London University She is 
author ol " Peace Studies A Critical Survey" 
which, according to tha Dairy Telegraph ol 
London to a "necessary and long-overdue 
critical scrutiny" of Peace Studies Come hear 
her speaHoosy si 2 30M 2IOMath Soence 
WHAT WOULD YOU ME FOR? WELL UNTIL 
YOU'VE GOT SOMETHING WORTH DYING 
FOR. YOU REALLY DON'T HAVE ANYTHING 
WORTH LIVING FOR. JOIN US FOR 
"THURSDAY NIGHT LIVE" WHERE THIS 
WEEK'S TOPIC DEALS WITH "SHARING A 
•atSSAOE WELL WORTH DYING FOR." 
7:30pm, TONIGHT. 2nd FIR FAC LOUNGE 
UNION. SPONSORED BY CAMPUS CRUSADE 
FOB CHRIST.  
Commodore 84 user's group wi meat at 7.30 
March 28 in 113A Hayes Over 77S Public 
Domain programs avaasbie Only $5 to join Cal 
Chns si 354-7327 lor more miormanon 
Sat ol 3 keys on glow n the dan. key chain It 
'ound please can 372-5623  
LOST 1 pr mane balers Sue 10 Either in 
Eppier gym or stadium II lound. contact 599- 
1586 Reward 
RIDES 
Ride needed to Betas - BaWwvi WaSeto 
3/29 4 3/31   Cal Stecey 2-3667, 
w hasp wan gas t  
TWO PEOPLE DESPERATELY NEED RIOE TO 
DAYTON AREA THIS WEEKEND WILL PAY 
*30 ROUND TRIP PLEASE CALL ROB OR 
OREO AT 372 0331 OR 372-5720 
SERVICES OFFERED 
• FOOTS TYPING • 
SI (page  Ids)    On campus   pick   up  (M-F) 
4 OOpm 669 2579  
TUCKER TYPWO 
Professional equipment tor your needs   Cal 
Nancy  3520809.  
TEST PREPARATION 
MCAT CLASSES STARTING NOW 
STANLEY H   KAPLAN ED CTR 
3550 SECOfl. TOLEDO'538-3701 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD 
OF NW OHIO 
920 N. Mam St BO 
CcrxvJenllei personal care 
Special Rates BGSU students 
Convenient Appointments 
3543540 
Al your typing needs 
Prompt snd professional 
352-4017 Oars 
Abortion, pregnancy teats 
CENTER FOR CHOICE 
downtown Toledo 
419-255-7769 
Pregnancy Problem? 
Free lasts ft help 
HeartBeet ol Toledo       1-241-9131 
LOST & FOUND PERSONALS 
Found Cross Pan set in Anderson parking lot 
Cal 352-0884 lo Identity  
LOST COUNTY SEAT JEAN JACKET LOST 
AT MARKS FF0 NIGHT KEYS. BUS PASS. 
DRIVER'S LICENSE IN POCKET VERY 
kMPORTANT' 372-4426  
Lost: Oak) ring with Garnet (red) setting in the 
Dean   room ol the  Health Center   It found 
please cal 353-7489  
LOST Gotdlone Cross pan eat si Ian leather 
pouch Reward 353-0266 Loat 3/21 neer 
aSrsry parking tot  
A sincere thank you to all ol those who's care 
snd concern heve helped and continue to 
help me survive the tragic loss ol my 
boytriend. Stave, snd good Irlend. Kevin. 
Your thoughts and prayers mean more lo me 
than you'll aver know. May God bless you all. 
Special thanks to my dear friends, Tim, 
Kristin, Amy. Deb, Tony and all of the 
brothers of PI Kappa PM. I km you all 
Sincerely. Mary 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1 Director S 
Chose* 
5 Onto'tf* 
Nvtrutr lands 
Antilles 
9 Contererce 
material* 
13 Roman 
emperor 
14 Humd<no«'S 
15 Cassowary s 
COUtir>t 
18 Copy '0* inwi 
IV Apes Comb 
form 
<A Author o< 
Goodbye 
Columbus 
19 P»ft-o> 
33 Antic ipalory 
eiper -ence 
23 Smaii •stream 
2* Prepud-ce 
21 F..a%vu<- 
Ji MP*p*ob»am 
35 Forme' AddiS 
Ababa MM 
36 Wiidafte"* 
3/ Scoltisir 
marauder 
39 Scuomon and 
Soceies 
40 Calamitous 
*i Atmosphere 
Pteti. 
43 iHemep-tiut 
43 Diplomat s 
Du'de*' 
46  p-'ecedeni 
4 7 — Gatos 
40 Asian monhs 
S3 As pa" ol in* 
Mtt 
46 P-ess section 
59 Doddef-no 
60 Algerian 
seaoot 
61   marcne 
IQOOd Bargain) 
63 Observed 
63 Compose* ot 
Symphoriie 
Espegnoie 
64 Evergreens 
69 A Scott 
66 Decamped 
rdilrd b) TnMfc Michel Jaffr 
~2 Fragrant o» 34 Embassy Row 
3 Busby S relative 
4 Clan symbol 
5 Man and 
     GBS 
6 Markovaand 
A .on so 
7 Author O* 
Gre*nmani-e 
S Locale o' 
Lhasa 
9 Poc»et p'Stoi 
10 lAtin verb 
11 Famed Egyp 
nan tor Short 
i? Bat wood 
14 — di dan 
70 SaiW 
i"   Construction 
unili 
?S Slop on   — 
3t icy hazard 
39 Ampie. nerb 
39 Coconut lihers 
X S<a*e oio-d 
31    —   pa" 
3?   —   and a" 
•detecfti 
33 Menc an basnet 
grass 
buildings 
36 Puerto  
39 Wattled 
41 Monhshood 
44 Author Gryn 
45 Sprite 
49 Name meaning 
nobteerott 
50 Wan dtapiay 
bi Star* ola 
Die fcena tttie 
52 Chu'Ch council 
54 Promised  
55 Bnt leiicon 
56 Churchill s 
Few 
57 Kimono sash 
56 Craggy hill 
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ATTENTION COMMIE DON GERMAN 102 
STUDENTS: Tha dees ol Spring 1964 njuratal 
Don McGinnis to corrMng down Irom Michigan 
this Saturday nignt krsl to see us Let's PARTY 
with Ism one tool time1 Contact MB Vasery lor 
MSA   Coffeehouse       Thursday   March   26. 
8 OOpm at the Honors Confer  Fun. entertain- 
ment t tree munchlea1 A» are Invtledl 
KWAM 02 SENIORS — SLACK SUNDAY IS 
APftrOACWMOl 
BOSOM BUDDIES: THE KID ISN'T MiNC III 
FIOMT THIS PATERNITY SUIT ALL THE WAY. 
JIM REDMOND  
Brian, I hope you are resting up for thai 
weekend I can'l wall to spend the weekend in 
Windsor lor tha DO Formal with you1 
love. Aitnto  
WHMII 
"CHALLENGE BEYOND TRADITION" 
SENIOR CHALLENGE   15 
SiBS WEEKEND 
APRIL 12-14 
SUBS WEEKEND 
Coffee Mouse1 Coffee House! 
Talents. Talents. Talents 
Ba there al «:M tonight 
In tha Honors Canter below 
 Krasscner Quad  
CONQRATULATtONS DAVE 
THE STOMACH   STARNER AND MIKE THE 
SHOVEL" CORRIOAN ON A 1st PLACE 
VICTORY IN THE PHI MU PANCAKE EATING 
CONTESTi 
 WAY TO GO DELTA UPSILON 
Congratulations Cralg McCiure for your 
Alaaka Expedition  Eat some Eskimo Pie for 
us The Brothers ol Sigma MB  
CONGRATULATIONS KITTY STONEBURNER 
ON BEING ACCEPTED INTO MORTAR 
BOARD WERE SO PROUD OF YOU. FOR 
ALL OF YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
LOVE, YOUR PHI MU SISTERS 
Cute, adorable kittens need good home Free' 
Utter trained and woa behaved Inquire at 720 
8th St 
DEAR CAMPUS CRUSADERS: 
WE WANT YOU ALL TO KNOW THAT YOU 
HAVE THE BEST VOICES IN ALL THE LAND 
WHEN IT COMES TO SINGING AT 
THURSDAY NIGHT LIVE I " IT IS GOOD TO 
GIVE THANKS TO THE LORD. AND TO SING 
PRAISES TO THY NAME, O MOST HIGH..." 
SEE Y'ALL TOMOHTI THE STRUMMER8 
DEBBIE BLOOM. 
GET PSYCHED TO TRAVEL BACK INTO THE 
20's THIS SATURDAY. I KNOW THAT IT WILL 
BE A GREAT EVENING WITH SOMEONE 
SPECIAL UKE YOUI LOVE, STEVE  
• • • • DONATIONS WANTED • • • 
HELP FrQHT JIM'S PATERNITY SUIT. SEND 
CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: SAVE JIM. 
2U KOHL HALL.  
EASTER CARDS - STICKERS - MUGS. ETC 
OPEN tonight til e pm 
 Jeans N Things 631 Ridge  
"Fool Around" with the WFAL party animals at 
Buttons Rock Nsgnt. The first two bus fools" 
receive ■ free prtzal 8— you thorol 
Jenny and Bob, 
CongrakaarOns on your Gamma PtH-FUl 
lavaaarlngi I am so happy lor both ol you 
Love Amy  
Jenny WIHaman, 
No one would claim It. no one qulla knew, not 
•ran you. Only Bob knew who the Candle 
Passing wss tor. Congratulations on your 
Gsmml PhtFiU lavaHerlng. Lore, your Gamma 
Phi Sisters        
Joe. 
Come out yrtlh us tonight to the WFAL Nock 
Ntaht at Buttanal Wei dance the night away! 
Buses leave the Union al 8:00, 8.48, »:30, 
10 00  
Kappa Stgs • Start off your weekend right by 
partying wWi the Alpha Xl's tonlghtl 
KM* MILLS 
Good Luck with Owerleading  tryoutsi  You 
Alpha XI atolars are behind you H tha way! 
LtoaP 
Remember dancing with rubberbend man m 
Cleveland, getting chased by a madman m 
Canada S being bit by a horse-mouthed guy in 
BG7 Wat, beware of our Motown trip th* 
weekend M may be dangerous, but interacting' 
Love ya. Ma 
HSA Coffeehouse • Thursday March 28. 
8 OOpm at the Honors Canter Fun. entertain. 
men! > tree munchies' Al are Invited! 
Support "Never Again" Sunday. 1-3pm (Actrv- 
itiee loungel Professional Cut by UWrnansI 
Fun. Fun, Fun la on the agenda tor the night. 
so get psyched for the Gemma Phi Crescent 
Formal.   Remember the Csnedlsn Crescent 
Moon trill ba shining I  
HEY YOU SUPER D.O. VsP'B, 
GET PSYCHED) FOR THE SENOIR/VIP HAPPY 
HOURS AT MARKS - 4:00 FRkDAYII WE'RE 
READY TO HAVE FUN, HOW ABOUT YOUTH 
APRIL 12-14 
SIBS WEEKEND 
APRIL 12-14 
Make that perfect Mothers Day or Graduation 
gilt t 1/2 hr classes- Enrol now Open 
Sunday 12-5 The French Knot 200 S. Mam 
SI (Next to Mid Am Bank, downtownl 
Need a cheep. Out professional haircut? S8 00 
by UrSmane. 1 3 Sunday. Founders ActfvtJee 
Lounge S3.00 goes to  Never Agasi"  
Not only witl the Gamma Phi Creeeenl Formal 
be out of the country, H wM be out of this 
world!  
POCKET HUNOMOB WEEKLY maaVig drou- 
tors' InaedWa Oflarl Send sell-addressed 
envelope QroOal f>eW>ullng, 3008 S.W 
Archer, Surra D-4, Qanesvevi. FL 32808. 
SENSOR CHALLENGE OIVINd WEEK 
APRIL 1-f 
"CHALLENGE BEYOND TRADITION" 
Rk* - Lima wi never be the ssme  Here's lo 
tatoos, hooto hoops, your first cap, a drunk date 
and lying around al morning next to the Ice 
machine. Thanks tor making It a* so special - 
Jem  
SAM B'S HAPPY HOURS— 4 TO Spm 
W YOU ARE 21. WE WILL BE HAPPY 
TO SERVE YOUI  
See us at our new location Bigger and Better 
Plan over Tha French Knot  200 S  Mam St 
(Next lo Mid-Am Bank downtown)  
Skg Epa Tim, Brian, Doug, and Qotdenheerts 
Jennifer and Chris. Congratulations on being 
selected aa  New  Roc Canter employees 
Good Job! 
Jolt, John, Matt and Jm 
Sloppy. 
How long hove you wanted this? Give it you 
beet shot, that's al anyone can expect, 
eapecaaty you! "Strap on" aome hits! Love, 
your grandbigs stee atolars big brothers 
SIBS WEEKEND 
APRIL 12-14 
SIBS WEEKEND 
* W ************ 
The 
GETAWAY 
Ice Cream Cone 
40* (with coupon) 
with Cake Coke    | 
Expires April 30 I 
998 S. Main 352-4162 J 
Slave Zabornlsk 
Singing A playing 
your favorites every 
Thursday night 9-1 
at Droenedetlo t Sub-MVOuick 
Ccme see our new pool room. 
SUNDAY UNDER THE BK) TOPI 
Tickets only 84.00. Have a great lime snd 
bffaej bach the iwarrioitaa.  
THE BROTHERS OF DELTA UPSILON ARE 
LOOKING  FORWARD   TO  ROSE   FORMAL 
THIS WEEKEND HAVE A GREAT T»«E 
The Sisters ot Delta Zeta would eke to thank 
Ormeen Tyrsnsky for a wonderful DZ Patent's 
5ffi!  
Tony Oslo. 
No regrets   - yot. wall ■ Friday I might have 
some Oh. that waa sarcasm' Sorry Are you 
ready to party? Old you say ecrevrdrrvers? 
Your sweet IMS OZ 
To our spontaneous' SAE dates. Scott, and 
Tom, we have a "photocraphic memory" of th© 
great time al GokJenheart Formal! Good thing 
Bruce came along to the Beer Barrel... too bad 
he couldn't leech Tom now to open the 
t^ampegne boltksi Sure entoyed the tropical 85 
degree FLORIDA weather in the room even 
though wa couldn't find a surfboard in the 
gMehop. Soon Would you But a matching set 
of lour glasses, or your lavors? Thanks lor the 
"spontaneous" time! Love. Dtonns and Steel 
APRIL 12-14 
SIBS WEEKEND 
APRIL 12-14 
University Hosts and Hostesses - Become a 
member of a group which to highly vtetjle 
among a variety of "publos" from peers to 
l>vvaralty adrrtmakators. Arjplcakona avajable 
ttogmnmg Wedneedey. March 27 ■ Wednea 
day.- Apr! 17 m 406 Student Ssrvtcesl Pick up 
an applcaiion now! 
WANTED: FM. rmrntss lor sum. seaaton Rent 
only SlSO'aum   Own BR, Cal Paula M 384- 
7302 or Kattr- 3S4-7284  
Come see us tor your Easter gift needs 
Colonial ftoneceon. 128 1/2 W Wooater, Ph 
383-8877  
FALCON CLIPPER Haircuts S87, hetatvtee 
88-9 Cal for an spot today! 352 8200 
$1 19 Breakfast 
Bacon or Sausage, 2 Eggs.toaal.coffee 
Mon-Fn 9am-1 pm with thla ad 
Expires May 3. 1985 
THE CLOCK RESTAURANT 
412 E  Wooster 
WANTED 
M Grad student transferring to BG Fal 85 
looking for someone to share apt A expenses 
Contact Tony BouBon. 1802 1 /2 Qsssr St.. Ft 
Wayne. In 48808 Cal |219) 422-1340 
NEEDED PLACE TO UVE FOR REMAINDER 
OF SEMESTER PREFER CONDO BUT WILL 
SETTLE FOR REGULAR APT 
CALL 353024 7  
Need  t   female roommate 85-88 yr.   $100 
month (heat mdudedl 6th a Ern 354-1184 
One female needs s non-smoking I. roommate 
lor 85-88 year to share apartment on Palmer 
Avenue   Own bedroom and cable T.v   Cal 
Vicky 354-8016  
WANTED ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE FOR 
SUMMER   JUNE 1   AUGUST 20. S216 
AFTER 4 00 CALL JUUE 372-1233  
Wanted  2 Femes) roommates '88-88 school 
yr Close to campus Cal Mary 372-3994 
Roommate needed lor SprincySumrrier 
Apt Corner of S Cossge A Napoleon. 
near drive-thru Reasonable, Cal Don 
or Damon 364-8141  
Summer rmmt needed. $100 mfh A uta. Cool 
bsmnt. spt.. own bedroom, 2 blocks from bars, 
N   Mam and Liberty   Col Kaly soon.  363- 
0819  
1 Fm NS immte needed for '85-88 Piedmont 
Apt on 8th and High 8100/mon. plus electric- 
ity Cal Sue MR after 5 30 at 372 4492 
HELP WANTED 
Jobs    For   Into   send  SASE    to 
Alaskan   Jobs.   Box   40236.   Tucson.   AZ 
85717  
OeCyelrrai occasional evenmge Need own 
traneportaeon Try 372-0273 daya or cal 889- 
2044 evenings  
For Sate- 2 brand new waa sue P205 R14 
Steel Baked Racks* used for appro. SO mlaa 
Paid $100 wi sal for $65 Cal 352-9814 ■ 
7pm 689-4985 attar 8 pm  
For Sale 1973 Ponttoc Lemana. $150 00 Cal 
364-1462 or see Charles at 1520 Ctough SI 
Apt 111, BO. after 6pm 
San Carlos queen wafer bad. Elaborate head- 
board, padded aids raito. comes complete 
wrheeter 2 sots of sheets  $320 00 
cal 354-8462  
TICKETS FOR   SALE-  MUST  SELL   TWO 
TICKETS TO SEE PRINCE. APRS. 1. 
INDIANAPOLIS CALL 3526207 
BEFORE 2pm  
KINO SIZE oak watarbad 
Moving Sale 
Cal 1-699-3461  
'72 Black Skylark. Custom interior, auto, ps . 
am-tm casstle.  Good cond , no rust.  372- 
3243  
1S7I Flat Sport, price aigikaabls. tare, auto- 
matte Pioneer  turntable,  price negotiable. 
CatU72-»lvO  
1978 Ford Granada 81.000 ml Dependable 
Good body   AM—FM cassette   $1.760 00 
Cal Pstl 362-3042 attar Bom  
1975 Super Beetle 
Excelent running cond. New bras, must eel 
364-7384  
Entry level or experienced 
Put your talents lo work. 
Cal us today at 1-471-1440 
 Job EtaJtonge, ami lap 
taanagementiMsrkeBng opportunities 
Entry level or experienced 
Hiring now! Cal 1-471-1440 
Job Exchange, smal foe.  
Now rxnng bar tenders and floor wasters Bar 
tenders must be 21 S ovsr, floor waiters must 
be 19 A over. No experience necessary Apply 
m person after 8 pm Tusa   through Sat   at 
Buttons night dub Rt 25 Psrrysburg  
POOL MANAGER S ASST MANAGER 
Seeking Mgr t Aaa't Mgr for BG City Pool 
complex Must be cossge grad with extensive 
total aquatic experience: hold current advance 
first ak) or OP R 1 W S.I. cartjncsMs. I have 
Meguard faming Knowledge of IHratton 1 
chemicals, mctud. gas Chlorine mertogemerrt. 
req for overal mamrenence of pod Must 
poaeees abBfy to operate A make rmnor repairs 
m concsssion eland equip . lighting system t 
plumbing Responsible lor supervision of pod 
complex employees S water programs Must ba 
aval entire summer pool season. May 27 thru 
Sept 3. 1988 Salary Manager $170 
235/wk . Aaa't Mgr $165-220.'wk Apply St 
City Of BG Personnel Dept 304 N Church St., 
BG, OH M-F 6:30-4:00 Fung deecSne 
4119/85 Equal Opportunity Employer/Afhrme- 
trvo Action.  
Progressive company seeking arnbrllous rtcS- 
vidual lor summst amploymenl E xceesnt expe- 
rksneo for the bualnaea-rnlndsd individual 
pursuing s busnsss degree WI invotve the 
coordination of ouknge and spoctol events 
Mrwnum ot two years of unoVgredueto study 
and PsvJbto hours s must Sand personal 
miorrrvetlon or resume to. Qeeuge Lake Person- 
nel Dept. 1060 Aurora Rd, Aurura, OH 
44202 
Radto aVoadcastsrs 
WH tram or experienced 
Cal us today at 1-471-1440 
 Job Exchange, amal fee  
SUMMER WORK 
Une up your summer work now! If you'd Iks en 
opportunity to make $320-8620 a week, gain 
valuable carrar exp , earn 5 hours cossge 
croon, and would But to work outside ol Oreo, 
sand name, major, OPA, local phone #. and 
aeK-addreeaed stamped envelops to: Summer 
Work 1 MS, PO Box 222, B.O., Ohio 4J402 for 
The BO NewelStuderH Publications Is now 
aoceptng spr*cattens tor Bis tMS-M 
school year tor keyHnefpssis-up positions. 
Qet rtsnds on experience In production. 
Apply al Student Emplrjymerrt, 410 Student 
Services today. Limited number of positions 
Wallers, wsrtrsssss. A other positions. It* time. 
days Apply m person at Sundance btwn. 2-4 
pm  
Working paranta need help Throe good kids 
Ages 7. 4. 8 months needs someone to hotp 
care tor them. Experience end referencee 
preferred along with tots of TLC Good wsgss. 
ftoxOie hours, wB censxde. sve-«t   Cat 686- 
6025  
Warn to do aomefhmg drflarent this sumtnar? 
Wei known Keesys totond bar A grB to looking 
tor tul tkna summer heap Experienced cooks. 
bartenders A waitresses Rooms svaaabH Cal 
419-746-2281       
$10-8360 Weekly/Up MaBng Ctroutorsl No 
boe.es. quotas' Smooraty mterealed ruah sea 
addressed envelope. Dept: AM-7CEG, PO Bos 
630, Woodstock. A. 60098  
FOR SALE 
FOR SALE Good sued couch, good coricstion 
Bast offer- must sal 8am-«pm cat 372 2596 
Ask tor Pern Longo. 
For Sate: Smgto Sold wood bad 860 00 Cal 
352-3185 before 2 30pm 
FOR RENT 
Apt summer, fal. phone 352-0426 - 
alter 4:00 pm  
ATTENTION STUDENTS 
3 bdrrrt, lum  home lor cummer rental. $500 
enure period Cal Batty Baker 352-8110 
attar 4 
Duplex 702 E Wooster 352-4380  
Fum. apt. tor rant v, block from campus 
Prettiest part of town Aval lor rssl of ssmes 
for A summer University Lane-scroes from the 
VVTndmB Cal 1-599-3481  
House for rant tor summer Perfect location 
across the street from Rodgers Quad 4 glrto 
needed   Very reasonable   Cal at night 354- 
8181  
NoedFe S Male studsnls to IB houses > apts 
Avalsck) now Hoar campus Ph 352 7365 
SUMMEPJFAJ-L RENTALS: 
Modern, furnished. AC sets. Excellenl 
location,   reasonsble   rent    1-BR   (summer 
only) and 2 BR (summer snd/or next year) 
Call i»tA888  
Summer Leases Now Available 
Flenble teasing, pod. A C . I bedroom, $160 
per month: 2 bedroom. $210psr month  Cal 
364-3533. 12-6  
Urvfum Apt tor summer Cal day 3525620 
Evo   354-3023 
"WrnrJeWIApa I" on Ctough Street open 
lor Summer. One or two female tenants 
reouestod Cal 352 0614  
3 Bedroom House tor rent during Summer only 
$85 each tor 4 people pka utatkts 133 
ManvAe Cal 372-3178 or 372-1093 
Semester lasses a aaslils for stfiasney sets 
(Fall $265.'mo mdudes TV I Cabts. Al ut« . 
lutyfurn   354-3182   11-4 
Apartmanta, Houses. Duptoxss 
Cal 354-2260 or 352-6553 
John Newtove Real Estate 
319 E Wooster 
Houses ( Apts   tor  198586 school year 
Smith Boggs Rentals   352-9457 btwn    12- 
4pm or 362-8917 aflat 8 OOpm  
DELUXE 2 bedroom apt 
Close to campus 
Cal 362-7464  
1 bedroom apt. 
5 blocks from campus" 12 mo. leess 
Cal 352 7464  
SUMMER tales avsaabie 
2 bedroom epsrlrrxsnts 
Cal 352-7454  
Summer Rentals si specks! isles lor HOUSES 
ROOMS - APTS Phone 352-7366 
srrytrne 
2 bdrm apts for 3 or 4 students 2 semester ■ 
Individual leases Near campus Phone 352 
7388 
2 bdrm top half house. 1/2 t* from campus 
Avail May-12 mo lesse. $360/mo 362 
6892         
1 bdrm spts m older home, quiet neighbor 
hood Very nioa-2 w/tvaptacee. Aval lor May 
A August 352-6992 
Titus Realty at* has some nouses « spts svsl 
Summer t school year Cal 3524566 btwn 
1-5 p m 
Now renting house for summer or fal. 1366E 
Wooefer Cal 352-6000 from 6-9 p m only 
THURSTIN APARTMENTS 
AIR CONfXnONfNG, FULLY CARPETED. CA- 
BLEVtSION. EFFICIENCY. LAUNDRY FACtU- 
TrES  NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER A FALL. 
451 THURSTIN AVE  352-5435 
bodroom apts avaeable Dels 352 4360 
ROCKLEDGE MANOR 
Large 2 bdrm . fum. apt. 
rJarrwaaner, extra storsge 
Comer of S Cossge a Sixth 
Cal 3523841 12-4 or 364-2280 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
Summsr rooms for rsnt Completely furnished 
does to cempus Cal Joe al 352-3429 
t SORM. APTS. FURN. 4 UNFURN. 
A PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOM 
Mater utilities A caMa TV tum. 
112 block oft campus 
Cast Tom 
Mon-Frl 7am-noon 312-4471 
Eret 8 weekends 362-1800 
CMI 352-1305 or I2JA015 llocall 
to find out about the beat kept secret 
 III aparlmanl Irrlng In to. 
HOUSES AND AJ»AP^IWsTS Close to Cam- 
pus tar Summer 1 Mi snd 'IMS school year 
I-287-SM1 "^ 
